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Building of new dorm to begin in May
By MAURA KELLY
Heights Editor-in-Chief

Problemsofcostand space have
caused the proposed construction of a four-building undergraduresidence hall complex for
sophomores to be reduced to two
buildings, said Kevin P. Duffy,
ate

vice president for student affairs.
Duffy explained that the architectural firm of Perry, Dean,
Rogers, Inc. re-worked the original plans to allow for a greater
preservation of land space on
campus, and to decrease construction costs.

"We'vegone over many designs,
possibly a dozen, over the last five
months because costs, in terms of
money and space, became a major
problem. But the ultimate goals
have never changed; we want to
have 700-800 new beds and focus
on suite-style residence halls for
sophomores comparable to Walsh

The planned site lor the construction of the new residence hall is located on Lower Campus.

Connors Center dedicated
By KEVIN KIDDER
The Connors Learning Center,
BC's newest academic resource,
was dedicated this past Wednesday in honor of Eileene and Jack
Connors.
It was Mr. and Mrs. Connors'
considerable gift in excess of one
million dollars that made the
Connors Learning Center a reality.
Eileen Connors, a BC graduate,
is a former teacher and currently
working for the BC Alumni Association as the coordinator of the
Woman's Forum Committee.
jack Connors, a BC graduate,
has been a member of the Board
Currently
of Trustees since 1
he is thechairman of the BC Board
of Trustees and the board of the
advertising firm Hill Holliday
Connors Cosmopulous. The
Connors have 4 children, 2 of
which are enrolled at BC.
The ceremony began at 11:30
am Wednesday, and was attended
by approximately 60 people,
which included friends of the
Connors, faculty and members of
the Board of Trustees. The ceremony was a "celebration" of the
opening of the Connors Center,
which has been open since October'9l.
The center, which also encompasses the Academic Development Center, largely provides tutors free of charge to students in
need of help in over 15 subjects.
The center offers tutoring for such
subjects as nursing, management,
many of the humanities, science

and foreign languages. In addition, the Connors Center
accomodates students with

learning disabilities.
According to Dr. Thomas
Angelo, director of the O'Neill
Library, the Connors Learning
Center will provide "both challenge and support" for students
seeking the help of a tutor. Dr.

visory Committee, which represents
"all elements of the University,"
according to a brochure about the
Connors Learning Center. Together,
they develop detailed plans and
objectives for the center.
While the center opened for use
only one semester ago, it has already become a reliable aide to
students in need of assistance. In a

Hall," Duffy said.
The reduction in size of the
complex was decided upon by
a committee comprised of Dr.
Joseph M. Pastore, executive
vice president; John T. Driscoll,
vice president for administration; Dr. Robert F. Capalbo, director of housing; and Alfred G.
Pennino, director of buildings
and grounds.
The two residence halls will
be located across from each
other on Lower Campus, near
St. Ignatius Church and
Robsham Theater. A dining hall
will also be included as part of
the complex.
Thecurrenttimetablefoi construction is to complete the exterior design of the building by
March, and then begin the bidding process for construction.
By the beginning of April '92,
BC hopes to have awarded a
contract, sothatgroundbreaking
can begin after commencement
in May.
Site preparation, including relocating water and sewer lines,
will take place prior to commencement. It is anticipated that
the buildings will be ready for
occupancy by September '93.
The six-floor residence halls
will provide a gross number of
850 beds. However, 18 modular apartments will be torn down
due to the construction. Therefore, there will be a net gain of
725 beds.
Currently, Boston College has
a 97 percent demand for housing, and can meet only 67 percent of that

demand.

"We wanted the maximum

By DAVID DALEY
Heights Senior Staff Writer

All candidates runningforthe
UGBC presidency this yearwill
be required to sign a contract
stating that they understand and

both the letter and the
intent of the election code, as
well as a new policy regarding

campaign parties.
The new regulations are designed to prevent a reoccurrence of the events of last year's

election, when a candidate was
disqualified and the presidential election postponed in a debate over ambiguous rules.
"We are trying to provide a
specific set of guidelines for
loopholes and ambiguities

within the election code, where

The Academic Learning Center was dedicated to the Conners.
Angelo also notes that the cenrecent survey of people who were
ter "is not just for the C student,
but also for students that want
to raise an A- to an A+."

The Connors Learning Center is being stressed as an aide
to all students, both undergraduate and graduate, who wish to
improve academically. Even the
tutors benefit from the center i n
gaining valuable experiencefor
a career in teaching.
The Connors Learning Center is overseen by the ADC Director, Dr. Angelo. Angelo
works closely with an ADC Ad-

tutored in the center, over 97 percent said they would recommend a
friend use the center.
The survey also found that 83
percent of those surveyed found
their experience at the center "very
to extremely useful."
An enthusiastic Tony Lucafo, a
frequenter of the ADC, said,"l
learned more in the tutoring sessions than in the classrooms!" In
the one semester it has been available, over 800 students have utilized the center, located on the
secondfloor of the O'Neill Library.

said.

The entire cost for this complex will be approximately $40
million. The funding to build the
complex will be borrowed, and
once the buildings are occupied,
room fees will generate enough
money for the buildings pay for
themselves. The rates charged to
students for the rooms will be
comparable to those charged in
Walsh Hall.
A design committee, comprised of administrators and students, met during the summer to
decide the program for the building, which includes plans for the
interior layout of the rooms and
the function of each building.
This committee will reconvene
at a later date.
Duffy added that there has been
on-going communication with
the Brighton/Allston Citizen
Group, St. Ignatius Parish Council and the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) regarding
all revisions to.the plans.
"We've tried to take every
group's suggestions and design a
complex that they would all agree
to. We're almost there," Duffy

said.

The original plans for the residence halls included six-person

suites with one bathroom, a small
living room and kitchenette. The
current plans provide for eight
New dorm, page 1 3.

Revisions made on
UGBC election code
accept

HEICHTS FILE PHOTO

number of beds for the minimum
number of dollars while still preserving the quality....[With this
plan] we can now build a building that students can afford and
would want to live in," Duffy

candidates in the past have felt
that they had a right to conduct
unspecified actions, although
this conduct violated a standard of ethics inherentand necessary in the functioning of
UGBC," Election Committee
Co-chairperson Mariana Leßron
said.
Although no changes have
been made to the election code
since the controversial 1991
presidential campaign, Leßron
and her Co-chairperson Lena
Reed have decided to exercise
a I ittle-known clause of the code
which givesthe 11 -person committee the authority to interpret
the rules and impose sanctions

candidates.
The contract, which prospec-

on

tive candidates must sign before
leaving tonight's mandatory
meeting, includesafive-part definition of a campaign party designed to make explicitly clear
that the solicitation or apparent

solicitation of votes with alcohol
is forbidden. Parties violating
these conditions will be further
investigated by the Election Committee based on written evidence

from the Boston College Community Assistance Program, a
R.A. incident report or the report
of the BC or local police.
Other important clauses in the
contract state that candidates are
responsible for the actions of
their staffs, thatthe Election Committee will not work as a police
force to investigate rumored in-

cidents, and that candidates must
accept any appropriate sanctions

handed down by the committee
for rule violations.
"Our hope is that these guidelines will give the candidate the
opportunity to express to the student body that UGBC is based
on empathy, honesty, and above
all, service to the students, not
self," Leßron said.
Reed and Leßron emphasize
that they are looking forward to
working with the candidates to
foster a fair and efficient campaign, and that these new guidelines should not be interpreted
as looking for things to go wrong.
"We have faith in this year's
government, and are optimistic
that the election will run
smoothly," they

said.
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Coalition for Peace sponsors Iraqi profile
MURPHY

try building. The event featured
two suppressed documentaries on

In an effort to spread its pacifistic message, the campus Coali-

theeffects of the Persian Gulf war.
According to the Coalition, the
American media suppressed the
films, refusing to air them because they would destroy the

By

JAMES

tion for Peace presented a lecture and discussion session
Wednesday night in the Chemis-

UGBC Senate reviews
final external budget
JULIE GRIFFITHS
Heights Staff Writer

By

The Senate Finance Committee held an External Budget Hearing last Wednesday evening in
order to review final budget requests for the spring semester.

The purposeofthe hearing was
the committee "a final
chance to ask questions about
the budget," said Senator Patrick
Reyes, who will then, along with
fellow committee members make
a final decision on how much to
allot each group.
The Asian Caucus, the Heights
Boys' and Girls' Club, O'Connell
House Student Union, Murray
House, the United Fund and Social Awareness all submitted final budget proposals to the committee, outlining theirfutureplans
for this semester.
to give

The meeting offered a preview

of some events that are being
considered by these groups. Their

weekly spaghetti dinners and is
considering a "Party of the Century," or a Texas-style barbecue
as two possible options for a
main event.

The Middlemarch Ball is the
primary event to be held at
O'Connell House, for which
$30,000 was requested.
These plans will be decided
upon when the groups receive
their final budgets from the committee.

popular imageof a Nintendo war
in which no one was hurt.
The chairperson of the group,
Katie McDonald, said," It's more
profitable for the news media to
play ball with the government
than to go against it."
McDonald also believes that
the media has a pronounced bias
against the peace movement, and
that television consistently misrepresents anti-war activists
throughout the Gulf crisis.
Thedocumentariesdid indeed
have an anti-war bend in their
reporting. The first, Lines in the
Sand, defended the presidency
of Saddam Hussein, noting that
he had industrialized his country
and mademedical benefits available. The film also supported
Saddam Hussein by linking the
invasion of Kuwait to the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank.
The film focused on the in-

credible carnage wrought by the
American bombing. Horrifying,
graphic scenes of the maiming
and burning of civilians were
hurtled at the viewer. The audience was also pummeled by statistics, which ran along the bottom of the screen, stating the
massiveness of the bombing.
The film was perhaps biased
in that most of the experts who
were quoted were Middle Eastern with connections to their

homeland.
Medicine for Peace, the second film featured, detailed the
damage done to civilians by the
bombings and embargo.
The documentary said that
even before the war began, 40 to
50 children were dying every
day from lack of food and medicine. Thefilm expressed the sentiment that the sanctions hurt the
civilians more than Hussein.

Sr. Montgomery, RSCJ, en-

grossed the audience with firsthand accounts of the aftershocks
of the war.
Montgomery travelled to Iraq
in January of 1991 with the Gulf
Peace Team, and again this past
July. She revealed the humanity
of the Iraqi peasants, who have
been at the mercy of both

Hussein'sandAmerican'sactions.
Student reaction was generally
sympathetic to the ideas presented
in the symposium. Guilaume
Beaupere, A&S'94, said, [The
film] was a sobering experience,
a counterpointtothe massive high
that we all felt in the wake of the
huge U.S. victory. Bombing for
the purpose of destroying the social structure, and not military
targets, really bothered me."
The Coalition for Peace meets
Wednesdays at 5:10 pm, in
Carney 103.
"

Escort Service Survey
How often do you

If you use it, how effectively

use escort service?

do you think it is run?

finalization will ultimately depend upon the amount of money
they are alloted.
The Asian Caucus is considering an AHANA Alumni Dinner,
an event featuring the United
States interests, in Asia, and a
Human Rights Issues event.
Social Awareness has suggested plans for a lecture by Robert Kennedy Jr. and drug and
alcohol awareness seminar featuring a panel of speakers including Kitty Dukakis.
The United Fund is planning a
Black Family Weekend, and is
considering guest lectures such
as Judy Richardson and Judge
Nelson. They are also continuing
their annual Talent Show event.
Murray House will still have

Voices on the Dustbowl
By Drew Willis

"What should Gerrod Abram's new nickname be
after this week?"

Dave Mingey,
A&S '92

Molly Duffy,

Katie O'Connor,

Mic Burns,

CSOM '95

A&S '92
John Webber,
CSOM '95

"My love slave."

"AirAbram."

A&S 92

"Gerrod Flutie."

Chris Cerrito,
CSOM 93
Dave Frankel,
CSOM *93

Erik Halvorsen,
CSOM 95
Ron Giancristofaro,
CSOM 95

"Gerrod'Now
I can get chicks'
Abram."

"In Gerrod we
trust."
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Women's Issues plans events for spring
pecially from men who care about
these issues. Thegreatthingabout
[Katz] is that he's an ordinary
man with extraordinary views
about women. His understanding of violence against us is invaluable," Quinn said.
A second "big name" lecturer
is also being considered for the
week or possibly a panel of BC
speakers, however no plans have
been made definite at this time.
The month of March is also
Women's History month which
will be conducted under the
motto "Some of us are mothers,
all of us are daughters." Scheduled is a dramatic reading, history presentation and slide show
to be held in honor of the history
of women.
"Itwill be a fun time to come to
celebrate all women who's roles
are often overlooked. It is for
everyone to participate in artistic
and informative performances,"
Quinn said.
A speaker described as a feminist-environmentalist will be
scheduled for April. A lecture
will be given on the function of

By LIZANNE WNEK
Heights Associate News Editor
To

promote awareness
around campus, the UGBC Department of Women's Issues is
planning a variety of events for

the spring semester. Rape
Awareness Week is scheduled
to begin March 2, 1991.
"A different focus is being
planned this semester. We will
be basically targeting date rape
since it is obviously a huge
concern on campus," said
Laurie Quinn, A&S '92, vice
president of Women's Issues.
Events to take place throughout the week include Jackson
Katz, an ex-football player who
is heavily involved with the
feminist movement.
Katz is the first man to graduate from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst with a degree in Women's Studies. He is
scheduled to speak on the subject of what men can do to help
stop violence against women.
"We're hoping to increase
attendance this semester, es-

this movement and Women's
Issues is currently choosing between three possible speakers.
Also scheduled during the
month of April is a lecture on
"Women in Poverty: Realities
and Consequences."
"This will be a valuable information session for people interested in helping homeless
women and their families. It
will focus on how women cope
with poverty in this economy,"
Quinn said.
"On April 6, we will be cosponsoring with Women's Studies, a lecture by Gerda Learner,"
Quinn said. Learner is the author of books on Women's Issues including Creation of Patriarchy and BlackWomen in
White America, according to

Quinn.

Although a definite date has
not been determined, a lecture
on Sexual Harassment and the
status of women at the University is tentatively planned for
April.
"A woman who identifies herself as pro-life and feminist will

speak at BC this
semester/'Quinn said. A spectrum
of issues such as prenatal care,
women's health, economic reality
and political control will be addressed at this lecture.
An organizational roundtable
will also take place during the semester. "This has become a tradition for us. It is an opportunity for
different departments throughout
the University who are involved in
Women's Issues of UGBC, to discuss currenttopics and plan events,"
Quinn said.
Accordingto Quinn,there isalso
possibility
a
of having the Surgeon
speak
General
at BC about issues
effecting men and women today
such as AIDS, smoking, and alcohol. However, no definite date has
been confirmed.
An upcoming event in the semester which Women's Issues is
co-sponsoring with University Affairs, Student Services, Legal Assistance, and Off-campus and Community Affairs is a program with an
organization called Model-Mugging. This will be a type of selfdefense course with hands-on learn-

ing experiencewhich is designed
to be genuinely challenging and

come to

realistic.
"This program at BC is not the
standard program that is usually
given. It is designed specifically
for college campuses," said Jen
Gannon, director of Women's
Issues, A&S '93. The program at
BC will be entitled "Street
Smarts."
The Model-Mugging organization is currently negotiating
dates with BC that will be confirmed in the near future.
Women's Issues is setting
aside money through co-sponsorship with other departments
in the University in orderto make
the program free and available
to all BC students.
"The program is designed to
run for 2 1/2 hours and we are
scheduling more than one session. It will combine different
strategies that are effective for
women to protect themselves
and avoid assault," Gannon said.
More details concerning this
program will be given during
the semester.

Press Release

Attention all News writers:
There is a mandatory News

Minority firm recruits
college students to work
Jfoxxy Development Corp., a

is to sell one million pairs of
these shoes and use a percentage of the earnings to finance
the construction of a
$12,000,000 athletic shoe
manufacturing plant in an area
of Dallas, Texas where there is a
high incidence of under employed and unemployed people.
Putting such a plant in this
area will not only provide jobs,
but will attract other businesses
to the area.
The plant would improve the
employees' quality of life and
that of their families, as well as
increasing the expectation that
the money paid in wages will be
recycled in the community.
"If the battle is waged and
won here in Dallas," says Dr.
Moore, "then indeed it can be
waged and won all over
America."
If every college student in
America gets behind this kind of
national effort, the perception of
a people being excess baggage,
non-productive surplus population, or a taxpayer's nightmare
will be dispelled forever, according to Dr. Moore.

minority owned firm based in

\u25a0

q

'

Only

two

hours

spring

to

break.

Richardson, Texas, is going on the
offensive deploying the peaceful,
nonviolent tactics of the civil rights
movement of the 50's and 60's.
The company's President &CEO,
Dr. Joseph O. Moore, is assembling
an army of college students from all
over America and of all racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and religious
backgrounds to join in the battle to
defeat the enemy of economic
empowerment in Black America.
"This victory must be swift and
decisive," said Dr. Moore, "and it,
too, will be America's finest hour."
Dr. Moore's weapons to wage
his battle are neither the conventional tank, plan, rifle, nor missile,
but rather the intellectual capital of
Afro-Americans with an estimated
value of overa trillion dollars and a
disposable income of nearly four
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traordinary purchasing power of
all Americans, particularly college
students, economic empowerment
of Black America is indeed possible," says Dr. Moore.
The goal, according to Dr. Moore
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Bermuda College Weeks
March 2-28 and
Aprii 6VJB 7 nights,
air/land inclusive. Call
Chestnut H\ll Tvl, Inc. it
617-734-0600. Or call
Travel Turf at
1-800-222-4432.

hundred billion dollars.
"When combined with the
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Boston College
Wallace E. Carroll School of
Management
If you are a senior graduating in May and are interested in
pursuing a graduate management education by way of a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree, please
join us for an MBA Information Reception.
Date: Wednesday, January 29,1992

Place: New Chemistry Building 129
Time: 6:00 7:00
-

A/ter you hit the books, tt'j
/or a/ree boat party, a

mystery party, /ree

beach parties, plus swimming, sports, mopeds and more.
All less than two hoursfrom the East Coast.
Bermuda. So incredible, they named a triangle after it.
Not to mention a style of snorts.
|
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The reception will:
1. familiarize you with the Wallace E. Carroll School of
Management's MBA program at Boston College;
2. introduce you to first and second year MBA students
who will discuss their experience in our program;
3. introduce Admissions Staff to you who wilf discuss the
admissions process for September 1992.

time to hit the beach. Time

M

U

D

A

1

Please RSVP directly to:
The Office of Admissions
Graduate Division
Fulton Hall Room 306
-

OR

L

Call 552-3920
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World News Briefs
Middle

UGBC focuses on

Latin America
CUBA: On Jan.2o, Cuba executed
Eduardo Diaz Betancourt, a rightwing Cuban exile from Miami
who had been caught i n the country with arms and explosives. On
Jan. 21, a front-page editorial in
Communist
the
newspaperCranma defended the
execution and warned illegal dissident groups against anti-government activities.

campus safety
TIM O'DONNELL

Responding to the grim reality of campus crime, UGBC recently created the position, Director of Campus Safety.
Safety has always been a principle concern. Previously, the
matter fell under numerous departments. The new position is
an attempt, in part, to consolidate safety efforts under a single
department.
A tighter focus will eliminate
confusion. Comments can now
be d irected towards one sou rce,
University Affairs. T.J.Martinez,
senator in charge of director selection, said, "We don't want
this to be like a one-sided crusade. Fifty percent of our success is the director, the other
fifty percent is the students themselves."
Presently the pool of applicants has been narrowed to four
underclassmen, which includes
three women. Knowledge of the
campus and college werequalifications of all applicants. Expertise in the field was not to be
a discriminating factor.

Martinez added, "We [UGBC]
were looking for someone with
the i n iati ve to take campus safety

campus police is expected, increasing both awareness and pos-

sible solutions.
The information network does
not stop with the police. Students
are encouraged to use the
"actionline" as a means to voice

concern. A future possiblity is to
post the director's office hours.
Another aspect of the network
is communication with other
schools. Boston Col legecan benefit by learningfrom the successes
and failures of other colleges.
Brown University will propose a
safety newsletter, eitherthisspring
or next fall. The letter will give
safetystatistics for the BC campus
and guidelines for how to lower
the numbers.
UGBC urges that campussafety
transcends into city life. Lessons
learned on campus can be applied to the bigger picture.
Martinez said, "Students should
realize that campus safety is not
limited to the perameters of the
campus. It is our job to educate
students on preventive measures
in favor of safety so that when
they do go off campus to enjoy
themselves, they, themselves, will
be their own resource for safety."

Western Europe
GERMANY: The German Parliament passed a bill on Jan. 23
which is expected to tighten controls on arms exports. The bill,
creating a new government
agency to monitor exports, is
Parliament's response to disclosures that German companies
supplied Iraq with equipment that
could be used to build nuclear
weapons.

Commonwealth of Independent
States (Former U.S.S.R.)

REPUBLICS: The 47-nation conference on aid to the former Soviet Union resulted in several
vague pledges and proposals,
leading experts to believe that

RUSSIA: On Jan 23, President
Boris Yeltsin lifted almost all restrictions on wholesale and retail
trade to promote competition in
Russia's struggling markets.

Africa

ALGIERS: Muslim fundamentalist leader Adelkader Hachani was
arrested on Jan. 22 for calling on
the army to revolt, officials said.
Army-backed authorities are prepared for a confrontation with
the fundamentalists, who are
presently selecting a new leader.
ZAIRE: Rebel soldiers inthecapital city of Kinshasa tried but failed
to overthrow President Mobutu
Sese Seko in a coup attempt on
Jan.23. The coup appears to have

been prompted by the cancellation of a pro-democracy conference by Prime Minister Nguza.

East
ISRAEL: Foreign Minister David
Levy's four-day visit to Beijing,
which began on Jan. 22, is expected to lead to the founding of
formal diplomatic relations between Israel and China. Israel's
40-year pursuit of Chinese relations is likely to settle with this
visit, when Levy and Chinese
Foreign Minister Qian Qichen
sign a joint communique'.

Asia, Southeast Asia
INDIA: On Jan. 23, armed sepa-

ratists in the Punjab opened fire
onapartyofHindusuprematists,
killing four and injuring at least
16. The Hindu victims, who
were marching the length of India for national unity, were attacked by Sikh militants who
have crusaded for 10 years to
create a separate nation fortheir
minority sect in the Punjab.
JAPAN:Japan'stradesurplus increased by 50% in 1991 after a
three-year decline, the Government said. This announcement
received cold reactions from
nations who say the surplus
stems from Japan's unfair trade
policies.

Coordinator Terri Szczurek; Writers Paul Fitzgerald, Tom Lynch, Jacques Oury, Terri Szczurek;
Sources The New York Times. The Boston Globe. Christian Science Monitor
-

-

-
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and make it campus-wide."
Protecting against an indifferent approach to the issue, students were sought for the job.
Students live with the problem
everyday.
"I feel that a student will take
a realistic and practical approach to the job. The director
will know, as a student, that a
campus is not immune from
sexual assault, robbery, or any
other crime," Martinez said.
Prevention through education
is the aim of the department. A
complimentary relation with the
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Semester II Job Search Issues...
Advice from the Employer Perspective
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Wednesday, Jan. 29
4:30-5:30 PM
Pulton 412

A panel of employers and the Career Center Director discuss:
What if I get a job offer and I'm not ready to accept it?
How do second interviews differ?
Is salary negotiation possible?
How can I avoid common interview mistakes?
Panel will include Representatives from AT&T and Proctor & Gamble.
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You Workshop
Monday, Jan. 27
2:00-3:30
up
c at the Career Center.
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Learn

Come meet with nurse recruiters
from hospitals and health care
agencies in the Eastern
Massachusetts region. This is a
terrific way to start your job search!

"What other qualifications do you have besides a
genuine love of money?"

f

What are your skills?
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social unrest due to food and
shelter shortages may be imminent. In an effort to initiate the
process, the U.S. announced that
it would fly 54 shipmentsof emergency food and medical supplies
to the republics starting Feb. 10.
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A Work studv Student to
work in the Career Center
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Should have MAC skills.
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552-4775 if interested,
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Escort service inefficiency and abuse
The Boston College escort service exists to serve students by
providing a safe ride to a certain destination. However, students often
abuse this service, and the system itself is inefficient.
Students use the escort service for many reasons other than the
proper ones. Ideally, the service, which runs from 7 pm until 3 am,
should be used by a student, male or female, who does not wish to
walk home, to the library or any other destination alone at night. Yet,
more and more students use the service as a "free ride" because they
are too tired or lazy to walk home.
The escort service should not be considered a taxi, nor should it
be utilized as a ride for five friends to go to a party when it is cold or
raining out. This is blatant abuse of the system and must be stopped.
Unless they are alone, have a handicap or have no other means
of transportation, students should have enough sense to realize that
each time they call the escort service because they are too lazy to
walk, they are making someone who really does need to use the service wait even longer.

However, the system itself is not without fault. Driven by auxiliary officers, only one van is in service on week nights, and two are
used on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. For a school with an
undergraduate enrollment of approximately 8,500, the escort service
is not sufficient to accommodate such a large demand.
An often heard complaint from students is that they have to
wait too long for escort, so they either don't bother with it at all, or
wind up waiting for upwards of one hour. Not only is this frustrating,
but it is also very unsafe for those who must wait alone. In addition,
during the winter it is often too cold to wait for a long period of time.
More vans should be added to the service, so that it can be
more responsive to student needs. With this change, perhaps students
will not have to wait so long for a simple ride.
Also, the escort dispatchers, who are students, never give a
truly accurate estimation of the van's arrival time. Understandably it
is impossible to provide a definite pick-up time, because the service is
usually too backed up. However, this results in many "no shows," as
the drivers call them, because students were told the wrong time and
were not watching for the van when it arrived. Also, the dispatcher
does not always specify with the van driver the exact location of the
pick-up. The dispatcher should give a more definite estimation by
confirming the arrival time and location with the van driver before the

caller hangs up.
With such a valuable resource as the escort service, the University should take steps to ensure that it is functioning efficiently and is
responsive to the needs of students. More vans should be added to
accommodate such a large demand, better communication should be
exchanged between the dispatcher and the van driver so that a more
accurate time of arrival can be provided, and students should become
aware that the service does not exist to be abused, but for the welfare
of others.

THE HEIGHTS

Pro-Life Coalition

Other views should be expressed

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to Loren
Coloski's letter from last week's
issue. I would like to let Goloski
know that I am somewhat familiar with the pro-life view of life
and that I did in fact have a contact with the Pro-Life Coalition of
BC, through your information
table in McElroy, which is where
I am sure most BC student come
in contact with your group. I also
had the pleasure of speaking with
one of your representatives at the
table. He informed me that abortion was the main issue, the only
one that the group concentrates
on. This was readily apparent to
me, because the only information pamphlets offered on the
table were ones related to abortion, pregnancy and Operation
Rescue.
I would like to ask Loren
Goloski that if the Pro-Life Coalition is in fact concerned with
other issues, then why can't the
students tell? If the Coalition is
"against euthanasia and other
forms of infanticide," then why is
this not apparent to the student
body? You can quote the names
of all the cases that involve the
pro-life position that you want,
but what specific action has the
Pro-Life Coalition taken on issues other than those concerning
pregnancy and abortion? Why
doesn'ttheCoalition provide programs or information about the
pro-life stand other than pregnancy and abortion? Why didn't
the Coalition formally come out
against the Gu If war or any of the
other wars ravaging lives and land
today? And why are representatives of the group telling passers

by that they are only concerned
with the issue of abortion, as I
was told by a Coal ition representative last semester?
Finally, I disagree with Goloski
and his ideas about Boston
College's responsibility to its students. I was told that Boston College does not discriminate in allowing people the opportunity
for an education on the basis of
gender, race, religion or other
personal factors. I do not find it
acceptable for Boston College

administrators

or students to tell
me that, "...Boston College does

have a responsibility to educate
Catholic students..." as Goloski
has told me.
I came here because I was convinced that Boston College was a
good place to get an education,
not because it was run by Catholics. It is my belief that Boston
College has a responsibility to be
a University first and a place of
religious beliefs second. In undertaking the task of providing
knowledge to its students, Boston College should be dedicated
to providing unbiased knowledge
that students can rely upon after
they leave the University. Boston
College should also be dedicated
to providing a forum for students
to express their ideas and learn
from one another. This is. not
happening when a Pro-Life Coalition is allowed to exist as an
outwardly anti-abortion group,
and when other students are denied the right to formally organize, program and provide and
alternative voice.
Nora Blake
A&S '93

Operation Rescue

Facts must be seen clearly

To the Editor:

In response to my article, sev-

eral 'people have written in defense of Operation Rescue. While
it is completely understandable
that someone who is in support
of Operation Rescue be enraged
by my accusations, it is also important that these people see the
facts clearly. Simply because one
believes in the actions of this
group, one should not deny their
actions or excuse them because
they are motivated by religion.
The plain and simple truth is that
they break the law. Nothing I
stated in my letter is false or made
up. Of the two thousand five hundred people who demonstrated,
two hundred were from Operation Rescue with seventeen of
them being arrested for breaking
the law. Not a single pro-choice
demonstrator was arrested. Therefore, pro-choice advocates were
obviously not breaking the law
by blocking the clinics.

I have also been accused of
generalizing my accusations to
all pro-life supporters. This issimply not true. My remarks were
directed at Operation Rescue.
However, it is wrong to even
suggest that Operation Rescue
does not blatantly harass women.
Their actions include bombing
the clinics, spitting on women,
insulting them, pulling hair, and
the list goes on. Obviously, these
behaviors might not take place at
everydemonstration, but how can
anyone be sure they will not occur again? Measures must be
taken to assure that history does
not repeat

itself in this

is taken against these offenders.
Unfortunately, most of the time
pro-life and pro-choice advocates
are at such opposite ends of the
spectrum that they will never see
each other's point of view. (There
are of course obvious exceptions
to this statement.) One letter suggested that the groups combine
their energies to provide more
counselling and alternatives to
women. This is a more than worthy objective. A thing to remem-

ber is that pro-choice supporters
are not necessarily pro-abortion.
Many, in fact probably a large
quantity, do not believe they
themselves would have an abortion or want one for their partner.
However, they put the choice of
the individual woman before his
or her own personal belief.
I am sure that there will be a
response to this letter also. However, the facts cannot be overlooks and one should not ignore
them. By simply stating that

something didn't happen doesn't
mean that it didn't occur. When
writing or speaking about Operation Rescue, I feel people should
check the truth about what really
happens, what really goes on,
before they blindly throw their
faith behind them.
Peaceful demonstration is
everybody's responsibility. With
the anniversary of Roe vs. Wade
approaching this Wednesday,the
22nd of January, I hope that both
sides will express their position,
without abusing people of opposing viewpoints.

manner.

Laws have already been put into
effect to ensure that legal action

Julie Muniz
A&S '94
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Lack of political ethics Howard unfairly treated in article
Howard abused his UGBC power
To the Editor:

tain that Howard has committed
offense,' not in action
principal.
Disciplinary acin
but
tion must include relinquishing
the source of his misconduct. The
most suitable punishment which
would rectify this abuse of power
is the resignation of Steve Howard
asUGßCsenatechairperson.For,
has not Howard abused the power
with which the Boston College
community has granted him? Has
not Howard neglected to uphold
the Jesuit value of integrity?
Steve Howard has diminished
the spirit upon which Boston
College was founded; a spirit
conceived within the writings of
Homer's Iliad,". ..Evertoexcel, to
do better than others, and to bring
glory to your forebears, who were
indeed very great...This is my
ancestry; this is the blood I am
proud to inherit." The continuing
strive for excellence within the
community requires not only the
eradication of self-indulgent politicians, butalso the conviction of
the members to uphold the Jesuit
tradition.
a 'capital

The outset of the 1990s resounded the common belief that
political power affords an individual the right to bypass the
established lawsand regulations.
The media has bombarded the
public with countless incidents
of abuse of power by political
officials. The offenses have
ranged from alleged sexual misconduct of then elect Supreme
Court Judge Clarence Thomas to
the illegal drug use of the former
Washington D.C. Mayor Marion
Barry. The political standard, to
earnestly represent each constituent, has been superseded by the
principle of self-interest.
Boston Col lege does not represent an isolated community, but
rather a microcosm of our society. The lack of ethics within the
political leadership of our representatives has unfortunately pervaded the ranks of the Undergraduate Government of Boston
College. Senate Chairperson
Steve Howard has admitted to
the forgery of Associate Dean
Ann Morgan's signature. The argument has been proposed the
lack of malicious intent within
Howard'stransgressionsdoes not
dictate strict disciplinary action.
The writers of this editorial main-

James Tenero

CSOM '93
Sarah Jewell
A&S '93

Administration not tough
enough with punishment
To the Editor:
Itaketimeoutofmybustschedule to nominate Steve Howard
for the presidency (any presidency that is). I don't personally
know him but from reading his*
sincere apology in last week's'
Heights for forging the dean's
signature, I couldn't help butfeel
sorry for this rising politician.
Howard stoically defends the
dean'scruel betrayal against him
as a defensive move. He more
adequately puts it "if she [Dean
Morgan] hadn't done anything
about this, it would have looked
bad for the both of us." God
forbid if anything should "look
bad" at the Heights. Do you feel
like a fall guy Steve? I suggest you
go to the Richard Nixon library to
write your paper on "politics and
,
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ethics." Then again, do the two
really mix? I am also glad the
"administrative judicial panel"
found that there was also "nothing fraudulent or malicious"
done. I am sure that a student
judicial panel would have Come
to the same conclusion. After all,
how many student have been
punished more severely for having a keg party? The new punishment for students who have keg
parties should be a temperance
paper (not!). Does this mean seniors can stay on campus the
night of graduation without malicious intent? Probably not according to the administration.

Patrick O'Brien
A&S '92

Misrepresentation of facts leads to wrong conclusion
To the Editor:

If the article "Howard admits
to forging Dean's signature" is

any indication of the road The
Heights' new editorial board
wishes to take with regard to responsible journalism, then I am
very concerned with the direction The Heights will be taking.
The first thing that struck me
about the article was the headline the editor decided to use. If I
am not mistaken, a good headline must strike a balance between being eye-catching as wel I
as being a fair encapsulation of
the whole article itself. I say "a
balance" because too much stress
on the former while sacrificing
the latter led journalists to coin
phrases like "sensationalism" and
"tabloid journalism."
Don't you think that singling
out Howard's admitting to forgery, while not being an outright
lie, is hardly an appropriate item
to highlight in a headline given
that the board's findings that
Howard had done "nothing
fraudulent or malicious" is both

more newsworthy and more recent?
Since the board decided that
this was such a good story to put
such an inflammatory headline,
why didn't the article tell the
whole story rather than just half
of it. Why wasn't there any mention of the sequence of events
that precluded Howard's actions?
Howard had received a form
signed (not "indicated... to sign,"
as the article states!) in triplicate
by Ann Morgan, making available to the UGBC address labels
which were to be used for a survey for the studentbody. Howard
had misplaced the top sheet of
the three-page form Dean Morgan had signed, and after an unsuccessfu I attempt to locate Morgan, he filled out a top sheet of a
similar form and signed the
Dean's name on it. This was an
admittedly careless mistake that
he made in his haste to fulfill his
efforts to serve the student body.
The exclusion (and, even, contradiction) of these facts could
have led people to a wrong or
more judgmental conclusion.

The board's decision to choose
David Daley as the news reporter
is perplexing to say the least.
True, Daley is a senior staff writer
and undoubtedlycapable, but he
is also an integral member of the
Setti Warren administration,
which has been described by
quite a number of people as being "anti-Howard." Did the board
even consider a possible "conflict of interest" occurring in this
situation? Was the selectiveness
of the presentation offacts a writing or editing error?
I am sure that The Heights is
ver%proud of its high circulation,
but keep in mind that the more
readers a publication has, there
is even a greater need to follow
the written and unwritten guidelines for responsible journalism.
Such a misrepresentation of facts
as this article on Howard is guilty
of can be described as no less
than irresponsible and even malicious.
Amy Bonnici

A&S '94

Politicking gone too far
To the Editor:
For my tovo and a half years
here I have complacently disapproved of the political antics displayed by members of the UCBC.
Perhaps I should have spoken
out sooner. With the upcoming
resurgence of the annual "Election Game" in the coming weeks,
as well the next chapter in the
Steve Howard story unfolding, I
feel I must how share my feelings* Apologies*© riiy ffiendsi and
others Involved in UGBC not
buying into me Whole'"political
thing" that has made. UGBC a
joke (its not on the 'TopTen Lies'
shirt for nothing).
It would be naive of me to
think that we Canrid the world of
politicians, but maybe, with the
administration's help, we can rid
the UGBC of the incessant politicking arid cutthroat, self serving
behavior exhibited by many of

our representatives-I namely
Steve Howard. Though! appreciate his sacrifice and effort to contribute tdthe school, my problem
liesln the way he has turned his
position into a power trip and
?*

political struggle. Let's stop the

role playing Steve, You are no
Jack Kennedy, and this is Chestnut Hill not Capitol Hill- We attend a University that asks our
representatives to implement programs reflecting upon our needs,
I know this job is not easy, but
must you and other representatives use constant backstabbing
and double talk to undermine
each other instead of workihg
toward a common goal? Do you
really need to break rules to get
things done? Please inform me,
artdotherswith similarquestions,
why all of this, as welf as the
muckraking and underhandedness that accompanies debates
and elections, must occur (B.S. is

unnecessary here);
What bugs me is that Steve
Howard has continually shown

blatant disregard for rules and
ethiCs: last year's campaign party
affair, where'he was shaking
hands with people (and presumably kissing babies if there were
any there) as cops cleared the
place, and now this. Sure, he was
the only one caught in both instances, but what other things
has he done for which, he hasn't
been caught? And his punish-

mentis an utter joke: a paper on
*ethic>*n politics." |As a student

whohasa major in poiitical sci-

ence; I can tell you that it is an
oxymoron). With his previous
introduction of legislation that
would rid the t)DSD from the
election, we can clearly see
Howard's dislike for rules imposed upon him by the University. Steve, you may be a "terrible
bureaucrat", but Jet'sface it, you
are notrunning the show. In fairness to everyone that must abide
by the rules here at BC, Howard
should not be allowed to run
:i
again for office.
?
> ljel|eve it or not, this is not a
pfoy to get freshmen to know my
name for the upcoming election.

You will not see me going door to

door, disrupting studying and

waving pamphlets in ail of your
faces. : ;Ho bedsheets telling you
to vote for

me and stealing those

of others. No campaign parlies.
Wow, I guess I would never succeed in politics.

?

David A. Frankel
CSOM '93
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Profile

BC professor shares his political insights
By DAVID DALEY

Heights Senior Staff Writer
A campaign based on competence, not ideology, helped
Michael Dukakis lose the presidential election in 1988. Boston College Professor William
Schneider, however, widely
considered the nation's preeminent political analyst, has built
a career around that credo.
Described as the person
whose name and number can
be found in every political
reporter's Rolodex, Schneider
is a longtime observer and
chronicler of the nation's political scene. He has taught politics at Harvard and Stanford,
writes a weekly column for The
Los Angeles Times, and has
served as a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.
This is the third consecutive
semester that Schneider has
shared his insights with Boston
College students as the holder
of the Thomas P. O'Neill chair
in the Political Science department. As students who have
taken his classes will testify,
Schneider is a fountain of political information, statistics and
anecdotes that he seems to effortlessly turn into styled, insightful lectures. But even those
who have taken his classes cannot determine where Schneider
stands ideologically.
Schneider offers critical

analysis of both the two parties
and their politicians in a nonpartisan manner that never reveals his personal stances, only
his reasoned, supported ideas.
He's the Theodore White of the
'80s and '90s: a man with a love
for politics and talking politics
that is eclipsed only by his vast

offer context, to say not 'This is
what I think,' but 'Here's what all
of this means.' It doesn't mean that
I don't have my views, but that my
views stem from an analytic perspective, not from an ideology or a
set of opinions."
As an analyst, Schneider walks
a difficult tightrope between pre-

Professor Schneiderer shares his

with BC students.
senting an expert opinion and advocatinga point of view, a fine line
that is frequently misinterpreted
by the targets of his comments.
While discussing on CNN the political ramifications of President
Bush's illness in Japan last month,
Schneider made the observation
that most Americans still believe
that Vice President Dan Quayle
lacks the stature, experience, and

knowledge. This Monday, his
new daily show Inside Politics
debuts on Cable News Network,
meaning that Schneider's respected viewpoints, prescient
insights, and snappy, intelligent
prose will have its widest audience yet.
"What I hope to do is provide
serious, objective analysis,"
Schneider said. "My job is to

knowledge

knowledge to be president.
Quayle's office was displeased

with Schneider's remarks.
"I'm not there saying I think
Quayle is a nincompoop?frankly
I don't?but I think that he raises
some serious problems politically
for the president," he explained.
"I can say or express any opinion
that I can argue is based on facts,
and there are polls that say most
Americansdon'tthink he'squalified. I always present my opinions in an analytical context."
Inside Politics is certain to
raise the level of political discourse in the country this election year, covering the making of
the president 1992 with an eye to
issues, ideas, and voter opinions.
"For those who want to cover the
inside baseball of the campaign,
we're going to have that. We're
also going to do the outside story,
which is how the voters think and
how the campaign is playing to a
larger audience. We're making a
systematic and concerted effort
to go beyond the confines of
beltway Washington or the campaign organizations in thefield to
see what the voters think about
all this," Schneider explained.
Schneider continues to collect
frequent flier miles this semester,
filming the weekly show at CNN's
Washington studios, crossing the
country to follow the presidential
candidates, and returning to Boston College each Friday for his
seminar and regular office hours.
Much of his time recently has

been spent in nearby New Hampshire, preparing for that state's
first-in-the-nation primary on February 18.
What is important to watch in
New Hampshire, Schneider explains, is how well the candidates do compared to public and
media expectations. On the
Democratic side, expectations
are highest for Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton, the only candidate with upward momentum in
the polls (before being the target
of unsubstantiated allegations of
marital infidelity);andMassachusetts Senator Paul Tsongas, who
needs to win New Hampshire
because it is a New England state
so close to his home.
"If Clinton wins the New
Hampshire primary, he looks
stronger, because it looks I ike the
voters have discounted all these
allegations and voted for him
anyway. He'll begiven a big boost
toward the nomination, because
then the campaign turns South,
where he's going to have a lot of
appeal." A win in New Hampshire could help Clinton wrapup
the nomination with the Illinois
primary March 17, Schneider

believes.
Tsongas, on the other hand,
needs to win or finish a very close
second in order to sustain credibility as a national candidate,
according to Schneider. If Bob
Kerrey wins New Hampshire,

Schneider, page 12.
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50% Off Sale on 120Z Bud Bottles

$1.25

Miller Genuine Draft or Draft Light Bottles
"

We will not run Out

$1.00

"

MONDAY'S 2 for 1 Pizza with the
purchase of a pitcher of Bud or Lite
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WHAT:

3ON 3 HALF-COURT BASKETBALL
32-TEAM SINGLE EUMINATION TOURNAMENT

WHO:

ANY UNOERGRADUATE GRADUATE STUDENT. OR EMPLOYEE OF
BOSTON COLLEGE WHO HAS NEVER PARTICIPATED IN
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL

WHERE A
WHEN:
fflgLMNAasLflQUtffii
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 4.1992

FLYNN RECREATION COMPLEX
4:0O-9:0OPM

CHAMPIONSHIP QJUE&
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 8. 1992

CONTE FORUM
HALF-TIME OF B.C. VS PITTSBURGH
MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME

HOW TO

ENTER:

REGISTER YOUR TEAM OF 4 PLAYERS AT THE REC PLEX
INTRAMURAL OFFICE Of*
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JANUARY 29-30, 1992
BETWEEN 3:OO-9:00PM.
ENTRIES ARE LIMITED TO 32 MEWS AND 32 WOMEN'S TEAMS.
SK3N UP SARLX entries taken on a first come rbst sehve basis.

REGISTRATION

FEE:

$20.00 PER TEAM. NON-REFUNDABLE (FEE MUSTACCOMPANY ENTRY)
TOURNAMENT T-SHIRTS GIVEN TO ALL PARTICIPANTS

PRI2ES:

PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN OUT IN EACH ROUND ANO WILL BE
PROVIDED BY REEBOK BOSTON STORE OF NEWBURY ST.

STOP BY OR CAU.THE WTRAMURAL OFFICE FOB
MORE INFORMATION SS2-47J3

RGGbdkHl

TUESDAY'S All you can eat Buffalo
Wings-$3.95
WEDNESDAY NIGHT In the Big Room
Bud College Party
THURSDAY NIGHT Last Call per
forming live. $1 DRAFTS

FRIDAY AFTERNOONS Coors Light
Silver Bullet Party" 4-8 PM
Sam's is available rent free Call 232-4242 for details
1314 Commonwealth Ave. Boston
(On the Green Line)
-
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Press Release

Loan bill will expand student aid
terleavingschool. "Therewould
be no fixed repayment schedule.
Rather, repayment would automatically be stretched out as long
as people need it to be," said the
Wisconsin Republican, a member of the Education and Labor
Committee.
Those with high incomes after
leaving school would be expected to repay relatively quickly
at slightly higher effective interest rates which would help to
subsidize those with low incomes
after school. Those who expect
to make high incomes would still
be attracted to the program by its
still-reasonable terms and by its
flexibility," Petri said.
IDEA loan payments would be
calculated and collected as part
offormer students' income taxes.
Petri noted that most students
would finish repayingtheir loans
in 12 to 17 years, but any loan
amounts left unpaid after 25 years
would be wiped off the books.
The degree of subsidy provided
in this way would depend on a
borrower's total income over the
25 years. "The only way to avoid
significant loan repayments is to
have a very low income for much
of your working life," Petri said.

The House Education and Labor Committee has scheduled a
hearing for February 6 to hear
testimony on a new and radically
different student loan program,
the Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act (IDEA). The
proposal's author, Cong. Tom
Petri (R-Wisc), says he is quite
optimistic thatthe committee will
approve IDEA in the future.
IDEA is also making headway
in the Senate where Sen.Paul
Simon (D-lll.) and Sen. Dave
Durenberger (R-Minn.) have introduced legislation closely modeled on IDEA known as the "IDEA
Credit." Sen.Durenberger had
previously introduced the first
Senate version of Rep.Petri's bill.
Cong.Petri says his proposal is
"simple, universal, makes sense,
and saves money. It will radically improve America's student
loan system while saving the taxpayers billions of dollars."
IDEA would make up to
$70,000 of loans available for
most college and graduate-level
students and up to $143,000 for
medical students. Under the income-dependent approach,
former students would repay the
loans based on their incomes afTHE WINERY OF

E.

&

J.

because the IDEA program
would use direct government
capital rather than band capital
which, under current programs,
comes with a politically-negotiated high interest rate.
Third: Loan subsidies under
the IDEA program would be balanced by premium payments
from high income graduates.
Fourth: The IDEA program
would be much simpler to administer. There would be no
family needs analysis at the beginning, and repayment would
be collected by the IRS as part of
income taxes.
"The middle class is largely
locked out of current student
loan programs, and at the same
time the Education Department
expects $3.6 billion of student
loan defaults this year," Petri
said. "We need fresh thinking to
produce a simple, affordable and
universal student loan program.
That's what IDEA is all about."

"You would have to be very unfortunate to qualify for substantial
amounts of loan forgiveness. But
if you are unfortunate, there's a
way out for you."
IDEA program is designed to be
self-financing while beinga better
deal for students than the current
student loan programs which IDEA
would supplement. Petri identified four sources of savings in the
program that correspond to four
sources of waste in current'student loan programs.
First: The IDEA program would
have "virtually no student loan
defaults," Petri said. "Because the
loans are automatically rescheduled based on income, there
would be no reason to default.
Further, IDEA repayments are defined as income taxes. Evading
repayment would tax evasion. So
there would be no opportunity to
default."
Second: The cost of loan capital under IDEA would be lower
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The
principle
of policy
freshman
A
dean

student

sat

across the desk from a
nervously twitching her legs.
She wasn't listening to the lecture on how alcohol can be dangerous; she was thinking about
how pissed she was at her friends.
The student wasdrinkingvodka
with them when she passed out.
Her friends got scared because
they couldn't wake herand called
the police. The police because
her RA wasn't home at the time,
and vodka because it was easier
to sneak into the dorm. They took
her to the infirmary were she
stayed the night.
She was fine later and deferred
housing probation was the only
result. It doesn't always happen
that way though. Every year students are taken to St. Elizabeth's
to have their stomachs pumped
or their alcohol poison cared for.
These guys don't get mad at their
friends, they thank them.
What also doesn't always happen is that their friends got her
help. Many times when someone
gets in trouble, their friends try to
take care of them themselves. BC
has this great policy; if someone
needs help and their friends get
an RA or call the police, they
won't get in trouble if they were
drinking too. However, the person who goes to the infirmary or
the hospital will. That'sthe problem.
When someone passes out, you
don't know how serious it is. To
try to keep them out of trouble
you try to deal with the situation
yourself. Drunk people taking
care of a drunk person. If BC
waved disciplinary action for
those whose friends get them
help, students would be more
apt to do so in a serious situation.
What's more important, building
up the discipline files, or making
sure people get help when they
need it?
Students are going to drink,
that won't change. As long as the
policy stays the way it is, when
someone drinks too much and
needs help, friends are not going
to call someone until they know
they have to. By then, it might be
too late!

Freshman yearafriendof mine
drank too much and passed out.
We didn't think much about it
until we tried to bring him back
to his room. He woke up, but he
didn't know who we were. We
put him in his bed, and stayed
with him while hisfaced changed
colors. We were afraid to let him
sleep so we, stuck a glaring desk
lamp in his face. We weren't sure
if we should get someone, and
we didn't want to get him in
trouble, so we took care of him
ourselves. It turns out he was OK,
but I don't think we would have
known if he wasn't.
Good policy favors safety over
principle. It might not seem fair
to waive disciplinary action on
those that drink so much they
end up in the hospital, while
someone with a beer in his fridge
could lose housing. If it saves
someone's life,though, it'sworth
it.

!$2 OFF ANY ORDER'
Limit One Coupon Per Family Per Order

|

-

?Minimum Order $5.95 For Delivery

|

[PIZZA MAN 964-444H

&tu*eut Uttniou

BC has taken some good measures to improve alcohol awareness and safety on campus. They
have hired a dean for drug and
alcohol awareness, and the
"Sense on Suds" program really
works. Examining the rules and
emphasizing safety over punishment just might be one more step
in the right direction.
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Students begin housing search at fair
Apartment hunting became

a reality for students atthel 992
Boston College Housing Fair
last week. For two days, approximately 20 different real
estate agents and owners set
up displays to attract prospec-
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You will have selling and account management responsibility for approximately 45 accounts. All accounts are located within driving distance of your
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Evening classes that leave your days free for a
summer job, an internship, or research.

LEGAL DEFENSE

THE INTERNSHIP: Procter & Gamble Sales
offers a limited number of positions in our Summer
Business Internship Program.

Internships for academic credit with both public and private
organizations in almost any field.

A full academic curriculum with some 400
courses in 40 fields of study.

Many believed that the recession might affect the local housing market.
Some real estate agents, however, seem to disagree. "Prices
this year are about the same," one
agent said. "However, we're always open to negotiation," she
added.
What she does believe has
changed overthe last several years
is the student's attitude towards
the housing market.
Perhaps not the recession, but
rather a declining number of students, has helped to create a buyers market.
"Students are more savvy than
they were ten years ago," she
said. Instead of settling for a mediocre place, students maintain
higher standards when they are
seeking out an apartment.

PROCTER & GAMBLE SALES
SUMMER BUSINESS
INTERNSHIPS PROGRAM
SALES INTERN

The American University welcomes Visiting Students to its summer
programs. Take advantage ofthese opportunities in the nation's capital:
?

veys were grouped together according to location which allowed
students to look up any building
they might be interested in to get
information on the condition of
theappartmentandthe landlord's

Representation for Serious Problems
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Men $12
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sign is now.
Also available at the fair were

Students make contact with real estate agents at the housing fair in Walsh Hall
ing, stressed that sophomores
surveys filled out by present juntember.
should "not panic, and should
The fair is simply meant to proiors living off-campus. The surtake their time." She also emvide a convenient contact between
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agents and students, not to make
students feel that the best time to

temperament.

tive buyers in Walsh Hall's
eighth floor lounge.
The brokers were ready and
willing notonly to letthesophomores know of the "finest"
apartments and houses they
had available, but also offered
to drive the students to see
them.
Most sophomores, who are
entering the world of rentals
for the first time, expressed a
sense of anxiety. When asked,
most said that they were a I ittle
confused by all the options,
and felt pressure to make a
decision soon.
"Several people I know have
signed leases already," Jim
Capiola '94 said. "We looked
at two apartments today. But
we still have a lot of time, so
\u25a0

phasized that next semester is still
eight months from now. Furthermore, new vacancies continue to
appear through August and Sep-

we're not going to rush anything."
Marianne Falzone, the Coordinator for Off-Campus Hous-

By CHRISTOPHER RUSHO

QUALIFICATIONS : We are seeking primarily
college juniors or first year graduate students for our
internships. We employ individuals from all academic disciplines. Successful interns have come
from disciplines ranging from Business to Botany,
from English to Engineering.
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Please contact the Career Center by January 31st for
interviews on March 2nd, 1992
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Boston College provides students with an Electronic Mail service that is excellent for communicating with students and nonprofit organizations all over the
world. E-Mail is simple to use

Stock
of the

Week
Stock: PictureTel
Price: 45J/2,
Symbol: PCTL
:xcha n 6g e

:

MASDAQ Estimated
/E Ratio:
,

3

Dividend: Nil

EPS:Estimated(o.B2)
PictureTel Corp develops,

Tianufactures, and markets

visual telecommunication
software for use with public
and private digital networks.
This software allows dial-up,
full motion video calling with
ordinary telephone service.
In December, PCTL sold
2.3 million shares at $36 per
share and since thenthe stock
has risen. This past week,
PCTL signed a multi-year
agreement with AT&T in
which AT&T will sell and service the videoconferencing
system to worldwide customers who use office teleDhone systems. This contract
is said to cover over 40,000
installed private branch exchange switches.
Videoconferencing is the
next best way to communicate messages either face-toface or to small groups. By
using this system, businesses
will be able to create more of
a personal relationship with
the person or people they are
talking to.
In order for this to become
available to public and private sector organizations, the
system must be easily accessible, inexpensive, easy to
use, and highly productive.
In the past fiscal year, PCTL
has doubled its sales and their
five-year growth rate in sales
has increased to an impressive 94.3 percent.
PCTL expects the price of
the system to fall below
$15,000 by mid-1993.
Eventually, these systems will
have a tremendous Influence
on the way people communicate in the 21st century,
just as the computer has had
in the last two decades. As a
result, the stock should do
well in the next few years.
By Todd j. Altomare &
Christopher J. DiZinno

and free to students with faculty
permission. It allows students to
cut down on the costs of keeping
in touch with friends at other
schools.
E-Mail has the ability to send
text such as personal notes,
computer programs, books, or
advice through the computer
network to anyone who has an
account with that system.
All students can open an account at the Information Processing Support office (IPS) in
Gasson 12. The process requires
filling out a form with some basic
information and the student must
get permission from a professor.
After the form is completed, the
account can be in used in approximately 24 hours.
The student will receive an
account number with BITNET and
INTERNET. BITNET is the educational network which is hooked
up to almost all the othercol leges
and universities in the country.
This enables a student to communicate with any other student
i n the country who has an account
with this system at their school.
INTERNET is the global network
with users from non-profit organizations and profit organizations
all over the world.
The most interesting thing
about these services is the npnprofit interest groups that you
can contact through your account. There are almost 2500
groups such as Eastern European
Businesses, AIDS Awareness,
Software Entrepreneurs, and a Fan
club for KISS. The people at IPS
described the amount 'of infor-

Ed. note: Last week, a writer
discussed what GM and
America s other automakers must
do to get back on top in the world
of car manufacturing. Here's
another writer's view on why CM
will nevercome close to regaining the position it held a few
decades back.
Christmas wasn't so bright for
employees ofGeneral Motors and
their families following the
company's announcement to
close 21 plants and lay off 74,000
workers over the next three years.
No one disputes the need for
America's leading car-maker to
cut costs and increase profitability.
But will streamlining
and reorganizing the company
bureaucracy and putting out better quality products be enough to
turn the company around?
Maybe, maybe not. Why?
Because cars aren't sold simply
on the basis of price or quality,
but on people's perception of
value and quality. And despite
recent improvements, the problems that General Motors experienced in the early 1980s are not
fading from anyone's mind. In a
recent poll, 25 percent of
Americans said they wouldn't

Business
Briefs
?President Bush has
indicated that his ecowill
contain steeper capital
gains tax ettts than
expected. But more
Americans favor the
Democrat's jplans for
nomic package

economic relief, according to a national poll
?Michael Milkin is
attempting to settle the
civil suit against him for
his role in Drexel
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The VAX machines in the O'Neill Computing Facility
mation available to students as
"drinking from a fire hydrant."
No real knowledge of computers is necessary to tap into the EMail services for free, long-distance communication. There is a
series of documents written by IPS
that explain the process and how
to print out the messages.
Students can access their account without owning a computer.
The O'Neill Computer Facility has
public VAX machines where students can access E-Mail and its
services. If a student has a computer and modem, then they can
call the OCF and use E-Mail and
its services from their home.
Boston College currently has
network capability in Campion,

Business Commentary
By DANIEL McCINN
Heights Business Editor

I

There will be a
mandatory meeting of
The Heights Business
staff Monday at 4:30 pm

E-mail provides alternatives for
communication to BC students

By DREW C. ADAMS
Heights Senior Staff Writer

I

O'Neill, the Chemistry Build-

ing and Gasson, but they plan
to have the whole school connected in a few years. This way
students and faculty can communicate between themselves
and to global services from
anywhere on campus. This
could also reduce the large paper trails of memos produced
by the administration at BC.
E-Mail is already used in
many large corporations as a
quick and efficient way of
communication. Electronic
databases such as INTERNET
and BITNET are becoming extremely popular and are the
future of fast, efficient commu
nication.

Why GM can't win

even consider buying an American car. If one were to limit their
poll to people our age, I'd bet this
number would be even higher.
My grandfather wears a gold
watch for the 25 years he spent as
a General Motors employees, so I
grew up in a family devoted to
American cars. But after years of
driving a succession of Chevy
Clunkers, even my parents
switched to driving imports a few
years ago.
This "imports-are-better" attitude
filtered down to me. When I think
of CM, I think of the '83 Cavalier
my mother owned which spent
more time in the shop than on the
road, orthe'B6 Chevy Nova which
would never start in cold weather.
This perception of the company
isn't unique. I hear friends'horror
stories about that "American-carfrom-hell" their parents used to
own. There's a whole generation
of Americans whose formative
years were spent watching their
parents' American cars break
down, and who then learned to
drive in the family Toyota or
Honda. Thesearememorieswhich
won'tfade?the kind ofentrenched
attitudes which make any marketing efforts futile.
Now, don't get me wrong; I'm
not predicting the death of the
American car industry. There will
always be a core group of

"America-firsters" around who
will disregard things like qual-

ity or value to support their
friends in the UAW. And let's
face it, old people just seem
made to drive Cadillacs.
I'm just pointing out that as
our generation grows older,
there will be fewer and fewer
people willing to buy American,
because in the back of their
minds is the image that American cars mean poor quality.
Whatever one's level of patriotism, it's difficult to buy something you perceive as risky when
you aretalkingabouta $20,000
purchase.
Industry supporters speak of
improved manufacturing techniques as the secret which will
saveGM. But, with a portion of
the country afraid to buy the
product, all this means is that
companies likeCM will be able
to build more cars which no
one will buy.
There is some glimmer of
hope on the horizon for
America's car-makers, and this
is the move to replace the old
brands with fresh, attitude-free
names for car lines. Despite its
lukewarm performance to date,
the future of companies like
CM lies in new projects like the
Saturn, which has done everything possible to distance itself

Burrtham*£ insider
trading scandal. The
proposed settlement
would require him to pay
$lbillion.
?Bush proposed to
increase funding to let
poor children attend preschool, and to allow poor
families investment tax
credits if they send their
children to private
schools.
?NJ Governor Jim Florio
signed into law a bill that
refuses additional
welfare payments for
women who have more
children. Supporters
claim the move will
prevent poor women
from having children for
the purpose of increasing
their welfare payments;
critics claim the law will
require women to use
birth control or have
abortions, which may go

against their moral
beliefs.
Source: The Wall
Street Journal
from the tarnished CM name and
image.
General Motors can lay off half
of its work force, spend half its
budget on marketing or lobbying
for trade restrictions with Japan,
but I (and many other people my
age) will never buy a Chevy or a

Buick.

If there is any hope for General
Motors to win over a disillusioned
American consumer like me, it
will be with new brands like the
Saturn or Ceo. And even so, it
will take quite a few years of high
quality production for me to
consider such a risky purchase.
Next week: You

decide.

A sur-

vey of what BC students hope to
drive once they've made it big,
and would they consider buying
an American car?
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Schneider critiques presidential candidates
continued from page 8

Schneider says that any Demostill win the nomination, since "all thecandidates are
basically unknown." None of
them, Schneider points out, is a
national figure with a national
reputation, and, as a result, the
crat could

Schneider believes that the Nebraska senator would win South
Dakota the following week and
set up a showdown with Clinton
in Illinois. lowa Senator Tom
Harkin has a fiery populist appeal that might catch on in New
Hampshire, he said, but has yet
to establish name recognition via
television and radio advertisements.

In the Republican primary,
where President Bush faces a
challenge from conservative
commentator Pat Buchanan,
Schneider says that if Buchanan
receives 40 percent of the vote it
will demonstrate a weakness for
the president. "If Buchanan gets
somewhere in the '40s it will be
an embarrassment. I don't think
that Buchanan will beat Bush; if
he does it would be more than an
embarrassment, it would be humiliation," he explained. That
kind of embarrassment could
weaken Bush in the general election in the same way Ronald
Reagan's 48 percent share of the
New Hampshire vote affected
President Gerald Ford in 1976.

I

Democrats will still face an uphill battle this fall. In order for the
Democrats to beat Bush,
Schneider says that they must
nominate a candidate capable of
winning the biggest electoral
prize of all, California.
"Clinton is a promising candidate, but the Democrats can't
ride a Southern strategy because
that's where they are weakest.
The Democrats will not get the
solid South, because they will
not get Texas and Florida?it's
not going to happen," he emphasized. "Clinton might be able to
carry some of the other Southern
states, especially if David Duke
runs as an independent. But he's
not going to carry Texas and
Florida, which are the two biggest states, so they've got to carry

California."
Bush is likely to be re-elected,
Schneider says, if there is some
semblance of an economic re-
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No, this is something special. A special
place, looking for special people.
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Talented people who can provide quality
entertainment in a variety of shows
throughout the year. This casting call is
for Busch Gardens, therenowned theme
park in the Tampa Bay area of Florida. If
you're something special, come "show
us your stripes."
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vival. "He has to convince the
middle class that he's a safer risk
for managing the economy than
the Democrats. He needs some
sign of economic recovery so that
he can say to middle class voters
'Don't risk it. You elect a Democrat, they'll ruin everything.
Things are just beginning to pick
up and you don't want to take
any chances because you know
how the Democrats are. They'll
start lots of governmentprograms
that help other people and you're
goingto end up payingforthem."'
Two wildcards that could
change the complexion of the
race, according to Schneider, include the Supreme Court overturning Roe v. Wade and David
Duke running as an independent.
If the court decides to reverse
their 1973 ruling legalizing abortion, pro-choice Republicans may

desert the party for the Democrats.

Duke, if he is able to raise
enough money to get on the ballot, could garner seven to eight
percent of the vote, "enough to
tilt some of the deep Southern
states out of the Republican column, because he's taking votes
that would otherwise go to Bush."
Schneider will be covering the
election for CNN full-time after
this semester ends, and will also
be on leave next spring. He plans
toreturn toWashington and write
after the election, but leaves the
doors open on a possible return
to Boston College.
"\ insist on carving out time
when I can think and write, otherwise I don't have anything to
say," he laughed. "I'm still a printhead, which is a term of contempt in the television world. I've

The Fulton Debating Society
continued its winning ways by
advancing into the elimination
rounds at the Robert L. Tisinger
Memorial Invitational Debate
Tournament at West Georgia
College. The Tournament was
held on January 11-13 at theWest
Georgia campus in Carrolton,Ga.
The tournament was attended
by varsity 55 teams representing

University, the University of Kentucky, the University of lowa, the
University of Michigan, the University of North Carolina, the
University of Texas, and Wake
Forest University.
The Fultonians were represented by Darren Schwiebert,
A&S '92, and Craig Cerniello,
A&S '93. The BC team advanced
through the preliminary rounds

the best debate Droerams in the

with six wins and two defeats.
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Hispossiblereturninthefallof
1993 is "under discussion," and
though nothing has been decided
yet he says he would "very much
like" to come back to Boston
College.
"I find the students here in many
ways more sophisticated than
they are elsewhere," Schneider
explained. "There's a very alert,
politically aware student body.
You don't find the sort of simpleminded, ideological stuff thatyou
do elsewhere. Students here understand the real world better.
That's one of the pleasures of
working with Boston College students. There's less pretense and
more real-world sophistication. I
enjoy teaching here a great deal."

Debate success for Fultonians
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always written for a living, and
what I'm finding is that you have
to be careful with your sched-
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In amassing this record they
defeated teams representing Illinois State University, the University of North Carolina, the University of Kentucky, George Mason University, James Madison
University, and Emory University. Their loses in the preliminary rounds came to Dartmouth
and Wayne State University.
Based on their strong showing
in the preliminary rounds, the
Fultonians were seeded eighth
entering the elimination rounds.
They defeated Weber State
University in the octifinal round
of debates before losing out in a
close debate to the University of
lowa in the quarterfinals.
The University of Texas won
the tournament, defeating
Georgetown in the championship debate.
The Fulton Debating Society

travels to invitational tournaments
hosted by the George Mason
University, the United States
Naval Academy, Northwestern
University, George Washington
University, and the University of
Kansas in the weeks to come.

AUDITIONS
Friday, February 7,9am-6pm
The Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

lU\\\V\V^HH
Comic Actors
Prepare a comic monologue, 2 minutes long, of appropriate material.You
may be requested to perform an improvisation.Ethnic dialects are helpful
and may also be requested.
Singers and Dancers
We're searching for male and female feature dancers, and for strong
singers who also dance well. Singers should prepare two short selections
(ballad and uptempo). Bring sheet music or instrumental background
cassette in your best key. Accompanist and cassette recorder provided.
Dancers should bring dance attire and have a 2 minute prepared choreographed piece showing movement and versatility. Singers be prepared to
dance and dancers be prepared to sing.
Musicians
We seek Pianists with vocal abilities and a repertoire to consist of standards, show tunes and pop; musicians who play primary and secondary
instruments, marching band players (brass instruments preferred)?plus
Accordion players, Tuba, Percussion and Brass players; also musicians
who are expenencedin dance movement, marching band style. You should
prepare two short selections.
Variety Performers
Magicians experiencedin tableside magic. Jugglers and Mimes to present
strolling street performances. Should present a show routine demonstrating your specialty.
Technical Personnel
Looking for experienced stage managers, skilled sound and lighting technicians, stage hands, seamstresses and dressers. Be sure to bring your
current resume.

Gardens
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HA/

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
The

Princeton ADE
Review
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Courses at B.U. and in Newton
CALL TODAY:

617/277-5280
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New dorm serves students

Press Release

U.S. Senate passes aid
for foreign studies
The National Security Education Act of 1991, authored by
David L. Boren (D-OK) was
signed into law by the President
on Jan. 15, 1992, creating the
largest new higher education program of its kind since the National Defense Education Act of
1958.
The act dramatically increases
federal funding of undergraduate
study abroad programs and is
expected to allow more non-affluent and minority students to
study in foreign countries.
Currently, only 42,000 American college students studyabroad
each year while other nations
send 356,000 col lege students to
study in the U.S. every year.
Under Boren's program college students selected "International Exchange Scholars" will
receive scholarships to study
abroad for one or two semesters.
Priority will be given to students
going to countries not emphasized in other U.S. study abroad
programs like those in Africa,
South America and Asia.
Fundingfor study abroad scholarships under this program will
be set at $12 million in the first
a tenfold increase from
year
current federal spending levels.
One of the most important benefits of the program will be the
expansion of study abroad opportunities for non-affluent and

Continued from page 1.
and six-person suites, to make
efficient use of available space.
Also, two bathrooms will be included in each suite, as well as a
small living room and kitchenette. The kitchenette area will include a full refrigerator and sink,
cabinets and a shelf provision for
a hot plate and a microwave.
Some rooms located on the end
of the buildings will have a living
room with a curved outer wall
and bedrooms clustered around

minority students. Currently,
most students who study abroad
must raise private funds to pay
for their trips. The National Se-

curity Education Act will for the
first time allow college students
without independent financial
means to participajte in study
abroad programs on a massive
scale.
"For four decades, the world
came to us and spoke our language. That era is over," said
Boren. "Now, to compete economically and to protect our diplomatic and national security
interests, we need to think internationally."
In the U.S., fewer and fewer
students study abroad or study
foreign languages and schools
have difficulty finding foreign
languageteachers. The National
Security Education Act will attempt to correct these deficiencies by creating a permanent in-

?

it.

Duffy explained that the entire
complex will have one hall director, and 21 resident assistants with
a ratio of 40 students per one
R.A..
Duffy said, "We revisited Walsh
Hall, and saw what people liked
and what worked, and then incorporated the appropriate
changes into the plans."
Dr. Robert F. Capalbo, director
of housing, said, "I am very excited about the impending addition to our housing inventory. It
will meet the substantial need
that exists for housing, and I am
glad that the University made it a
priority. The bu i Id ing reflects what

ternational education trust fund
of $150 million.

students want because we incorporated so many groups in the
planning processs."
Study lounges and exercise
rooms will be included within
each building. The building closest to Robsham Theater will include a recreation room for general student use and a multi-purpose room to be used as a minitheater. This multi-purpose room
will be made available for the use
of musicians, small theater events,
small lectures or receptions. It
will include a balcony similar to
the 6ne in O'Connell House, and
will accommodate seating for
The dining hall will be connected to Robsham Theater by
an enclosed hallway. Itwill be on
two levels, and will provide seating for 800. Also included are
threefunction rooms for banquet
and meeting rooms, the largest of
which will accommodate 1225,
and the other two will seat between 35 and 40.
The 500-seat main cafeteria
will be located on the first floor,
and 300 seats will be included in

10 VISITS FOR $29
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Superman:
Fly down to see me
sometime.
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service
Monthly & Yearly Memberships
Payment Plan Available
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paper

From Lois
Lane, to

Take advantage of this coupon
and deduct 50% off any hair

Please recycle this
.

The lower campus road will
be slightly narrowed after construction, creating more surface
parking space. Also, mbre economical ways to use the existing
parking will be devised.
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ULTRA-TAN
Tanning Salon

a balcony area. The function
rooms will also be located on
the balcony, as well as a pasta
shop which would offer such
foods as pizza, lasagna and
meatballs. This shop would be
open during regular meal hours
and for late night service until 2
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Club!
To The Winning School!
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Plus Runners Up From Each Participating School (BC, Tufts, BU, MIT, Emerson,
Northeostern, Harvard and UMass) Will Win $100 In Cash And A Trophy!
ENTRANTS REGISTER NOW BY PHONING 617-482-0930

TjniveiSity
DC'

National Center for Communication Studies
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The Graduate School of Political Management

FINALS: WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 AT 7:30 PM
All Comedy Competitions Are Open To The Public! Student Tickets Are Only S3!
All Comedy Competitions Held At

NICK'S COMEDY STOP

t

\u2605

100 WARRENTON STREET
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BOSTON

Confirmation

invites qualified college juniors and seniors to apply to the

Summer Institute in
National Campaign Politics
June 1-July 24,1992
?

Explore the evolution of the presidential nomination process
?Attend seminars with party leaders, political consultants,
campaign managers and political journalists
Enrich internship experiences through academic study
Receive 6 college credits in Political Communication
Live on GW's campus with selected group of
?

?

?

future campaign managers/leaders

Application Deadline, February 15, 1992.
For additional inprmatton and application write or call:

The George Washington University
Office of Summer Sessions
2121 Eye Street,N.W.
Rice Hall Suite 503
Washington, DC 20052
(202)9944360

GW is an equal opportunity institution.

The sacrament of Confirmation will be conferred
by Bishop Roberto

Gonzales at Boston College on April 22 at St.
Joseph's Chapel. All those
interested in a program of
preparation for receiving
Confirmation can sign-up
in the Chaplaincy, McElroy
215.

*w**v
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On The Merrill Lynch Fast Track
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Interviewing
£

BOSTON r February 20 & 21

Resumes will be accepted through February 7th
Meet Kevin Rendino, Carolyn Jones and
Patrice Franco. They participated in the
Merrill Lynch Individual Investor Intern/
MBA Program and their program experience helped them advance quickly to new
professional challenges. Kevin, Carolyn and
Patrice will continue to rely on what they
learned during the program to help them
succeed throughout their Merrill Lynch
careers.
The Program can help put you on
the Merrill Lynch fast track. As a program
participant you are offered a challenging
position in one of the Merrill Lynch Individual Investor business units where you work
under the guidance of a senior manager.
Program positions are available in product
development, marketing and finance.

Throughout the program you are exposed to firm strategy through meetings
with senior management and you participate in task force projects which help a
variety of business units to meet their strategic objectives. Formal classes address
career development issues and help you
enhance your leadership skills. You are
given responsibility and accountability and
your program experience will help position
you for fast-track success in the Merrill
i
li
Lynch
Individual Investor organization.
j«

-j

ii

i-

Candidates for the Individual Investor
Intern/MBA Program have outstanding records of achievement in their academics,
extracurricular activities and work experience. They are interested in the challenge
of the fast-paced financial services industry
and want to be recognized for their
accomplishments,

If you have the talent, creativity,
energy and commitment to be a winner
at Merrill Lynch, the Individual Investor
Business Group is offering an unequaled
opportunity to excel. To find out more,
write us:
Individual Investor Intern/MBA Program
Merrill Lynch
P.O. Box 9056
Princeton, NJ 08543-9056
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of trust,

Merrill Lynch is an equalopportunityemployer.
©
1991, Memu Lynch & company, inc.
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OT Mania!
-

Classic matchup
between BC & BU

-

Brown Arena.

BC's Scott LaGrand (first star of
the game) and BU's Scott
Cashman (second star of the
game) matched each other big
save for big save in Saturday's
intense 3-3 overtime tie. The tie
came on the heelsof Friday night's
2-2 overtime tie against UMassL'owell, behind another outstanding goaltending performance, this timeby Lowell's Mark
Richards. The weekend saw BC's
record move to 9-11 -3 (6-6-2 in
HOCKEY EAST) with the Beanpot
looming only a week away.
"It's pretty simple," said BU
coach Jack Parker after the game.
"They got a kid named Scott; we
got a kid named Scott."
BC's Len Ceglarski concurred,

GEORGE
HARALAMBOUS

Billy Curley makes two of his 22 points

T

H

E

Great
Scotts
met

at

the door
of the
cramped

make-

shift interview

'oom underneath the stands at
A/alter Brown Arena, once again
friends after battling each other
r or three hours.
"Nice game buddy," Boston
College's LaCrand, the Great
Scott who made 40 (!) saves,
said to the other.
"You too kid,"
Boston
University's Cashman, the Great
>cott who withstood a late BC
'ush to preserve a tie, responded.
So came to a close a scintillatng and emotional 3-3 overtime
:ie between BC and BU on Satjrday night, a game which saw
:hree lead changes, some specocular goaltending, a miniDrawl, and last second heroics
n both the third period and the
avertime session.

"It was," said venerable BU
mentor Jack Parker, "a typical

BC-BU game."
Your Chestnut Hill Eagles, who
now stand (barely) at 9-11-3, have
been mired in mediocrity all
season. Too many of theircontests
have turned into prescriptions for
insomnia, such as Friday night's
2-2 sleeper-car special with
UMass-Lowell at Kelley Rink.
In what has been a dull year in
the low-octane HOCKEY EAST,
the league without so many of
the stars that lit up its arenas the
lastfew years, therivalry between
Boston College and Boston University has been...well, it's been
BC-BU.
The new era of BC-BU hockey
calls for new heroes, and there
were plenty of candidates.
How about Michael Spalla?
The BC sophomore has had more
turns than the Byrds. Spalla began
the season at defense, then moved
up to right wing on the the first
line on Jan. 12 against Providence, only to move back to the
blueline at BU when senior
Haralambous, Page 19

Saturday.

Abram, Eagles fall just short of
upsetting No. 7 UConn Huskies
By J.P. PLUNKETT
Heights Sports Editor
HARTFORD, CONN. For a
spl it second it appeared as though
-

Gerrod Abram was about to be-

Great Scotts make for
great tandem in the nets

as he shoots over Connecticut's Rod Sellers on

come an immortal part of Boston

College folklore.
As the sophomore guard sailed
to the hoop with :02 left on the
clock, it looked like he was well
on his way to making his fourth
straight BIG EAST game-winning,
buzzer-beating basket.
But when Abram's first shot
missed, hopes were not lost as he
quickly grabbed his own rebound. Then in a second and
final effort to become a BC living
legend, he missed again. Thus
the Eagles were sent into overtime
against the No. 7 University of
Connecticut Huskies.
"Maybe we went to the well
too many times with Abram,"
said BC head coach Jim O'Brien
after seeing histeam'sthree-game
BIG EAST winning streak
snapped. Al I three of those games
were won when Abram connected on jump shots in the final
seconds of contests versus
Providence, Seton Hall and Miami.
"I just missed the second shot.
But I was just thinking maybe I'd
get another chance. But I don't
think the game should have gone
down to the last second anyway,"
said Abram, who along with fellow sophomores Malcolm
Huckaby and Howard Eisley,
finished with 13 points. The

Eagles were led by another
sophomore, center Billy Curley
who had 22 points.
But if it was meantto be, one of
Abram's final second shots would
have dropped. Since such was
not the case, overtime became a
mere formality, as BC eventually
fell 83-77 Saturday night in front
of a sold-out crowd at the Hartford Civic Center.
BC never led in OT and that
should come as no surprise. With
UConn's marquee man (Chris
Smith) on the floor lighting the
place up while BC's superstar
counterpart (Curley) was on the
bench as a result of some suspect
officiating, things tended to go
the Huskies' way. And that way
found its means when Scott
Burrell power-jammed UConn's

82nd and 83rd points of the night
with :09 left.
"Chris Smith took the game
over. We had problems matching
up with him. Smith won the game
for them," said O'Brien. "And
Curley fouling out hurt us."
Moral victories are becoming
a dime-a-dozen at the Heights,
but this game is one that will
clearly pay dividends. For 45
minutes the Eagles played every
bit as good as a team many think

have as good a chance as any to
go all the way. With 13 lead
changes, eight ties, and the big-

gest lead being nine points by
either team, this contest was as
close as a game can get.

"The bottom line is that we

UConn game, Page 17

Homecoming for Huckaby
versus ULonn at uatnpet ravHBy BRIAN BENNETT
ton, Huckaby had 13
and
Heights Assistant Sports Editor pulled
down 6 rebounds. He
seems to always rise to the ocHARTFORD, CONN
casion and come up big in front
Malcolm Huckaby/s return home
hometown fans.
?

his
Connecticut Saturday night of "It's
definitely a good feeling
almost finished like a dream.
to come home and have a good
But despite a solid 13-point,.
rrv front of my family,"
three-steal performance Huckaby game
Huckaby said.
was unable to bring the Eagles'
Among those in attendance
dream to life as the team fell in
Huckaby'shigh school coach
was
overtime against UConn, 83-77,
atBristol Central, Ed Phelan, who
Th&ganie rnad<ed the first
Huskie Scott Burrell Was
time that Hhe 1990 Connecticut said that
against a stronger
struggling
USA Today All-America Player Huckaby. This strength served in
of the Year ever played at the
Civic Center. In last seasons game Huckaby, Page 17
to

i

,

i

When the game was over, all
everyone was talking about was
the Great Scotts.
No not that Great Scotts
though a numberoffans probably
enjoyed a few at that fine Brighton
establishment after the game. The
Great Scotts in question here is
the goaltending duo of LaGrand
and Cashman, who together put
on a netminding exhibition in
Saturday's Boston College Boston University clash at Walter

"Both goalies were excellent."
LaGrand's performance (40
saves) was impressive, considering that BU was the far superior
team. The Terriers (No. 5 in the
country going info the weekend)
took a whopping 43 shots and
controlled the puck for most of
the game. "Unfortunately," said
a visibly upset Parker before
bolting out of the post-game interview room, "they don't add up
the yardage, they only add up the
points."
Part of BU's dominancecould
be attributed to BC senior captain
Joe Cleary's first period knee injury, which, in addition to hurting the Eagles defensively,forced
Ceglarski to break up the newlyformed first I i ne of Ryan Haggerty,
David Franzosa, and MikeSpalla.
With Spalla back at the point, the
offense struggled.
"Moving Spalla threw the
whole first line off," said
Ceglarski.
The game started off poorly for
the Eagles, as Terrier Steve
Thorton scored only three minutes into the game. On what was
one of LaGrand's few mistakes of
the night, he allowed a Tom Dion
slapshot to rebound in front of
the BC goalmouth, where an
opportunistic Thorton quickly
BU game, Page 19

!

By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS
Heights Staff Writer
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Lady Eagles continue
Behn is Eagles slide with Hoya loss
leading lady
J.P. PLUNKETT

from the Hoyas' strength. The
visitors, not content to play pass
around, pushed the ball up-court
The Georgetown Lady Hoyas wheneverand howeverpossible,
often times out of control ?but
turned in a workmanlike performance Wednesday night,
never with hesitation.
dumping the Boston College Lady
"They took off whenever they
Eagles 79-69 and running their got hold of the ball. That kind of
play keeps you constantly on alert
BIG EAST record to 6-1.
and constantly on the run. It's
BC, who fell to 2-4 in conferplay,
by
points
ence
trailed six
at definitely a tough style of play to
half
and
after
behind
defend against," said Lady Eagle
falling
the
by as many as 11, nevermanaged sophomore center Michele
Verotsky.
to make a close game of it.
Most of Georgetown's success
Towards the end of the half the
grew
game
was manufactured by a smothvicious.
ering, full-court press which all Georgetown's Leni Wilson, a 5'
but halted BC's offense and aided 11" Charles Barkley clone, had
in forcing 24 turnovers for the no qualms with banging bodies
game. All-BIG EAST performer down low. Her power, combined
Kris Witfill, who last year burned with quickness, allowed her
the Eagles for 39 points, led five seven points and seven rebounds
Hoya players in double figures early. More importantly, she
with 25 points. BC's Sarah Behn, began to wear down the BC post
who played all but four minutes, players.
In the second half BC sagged
turned in a gutsy performance
netting 27 points and outbullying with their press break, committing
bigger opponents for 10 re14 turnovers and never really
settling into a sound offensive
bounds.
As has happened before, BC
pattern. Following an in-bounds
started strongly, pulling out to a pass, Curran or Behn were often
five-point lead halfway through forced to dribble through quicker
the first half. Sophomore point and very pesky defenders, and
guard Kerry Curran managed not thewearshowed late in the game.
only to single-handedly break
Freshman guard Marcee
Georgetown's fierce pressure, but Owens, who turned in by far her
alsodump in nine first-half points strongestperformance of the year
(13 pts., 4 rbs.), pulled the Eagles
and pull down six rebounds.
Early in the game, the plan to within seven with a higharching three-pointer from the
seemed to be for BC to play ballright
side with 1 3:06 remaining.
control offense, slowing the pace
of the game and drawing away That's as close as BC wou Id come
By

PAUL CANALORI

Heights Staff Writer

iIAT FIRST
de1 any

of
I| scription
Sarah Behn

1 mightsound

like hyperI bole.
Butthe

I truth

of the
matter is
"that words
alone cannot give justice to the
amazing way in which this
woman can dominate a basketball game. She even controls the
moments right after a game.
During an interview Wednesday night following a 27-point,
ten-rebound, three-assist performance against Georgetown,
Behn was a hot item.
Hbrds of pre-teenaged girls
swormed around her begging for
autographs.
"I coached some of them during the summer," said Behn. "I'll
sign for any kid that wants one,
because I'll probably never get
asked again."
Parents asked her for advice
on their daughters' athletic careers. A trainer begged her to
have her knee (which is expected
to be scoped after the season)
checked out. Meanwhile her
teammates, family and friends
were all curious as to where Behn
wanted to go that evening.
Somehow, she was able to talk
about her career; one that recently saw her become the alltime leading scorer in BC
women's basketball history.
"It's my role to score and to
create offense. If we need points
I'll get them," she said once the
crowd scattered.
Since coming to BC in the fall
of 1989, Behn has not just scored;
instead she has done everything.
Entering the Heights witb the
distinction of being the most
prolific female player in Massachusetts high school history, the
Foxboro native set her sights on
conquering the BIG EAST. And
conquering she still is.
The most any freshman can do
is win BIG EAST Rookie of the
Year. So of course Behn did just
that and in the processs set a
conference freshman record by
netting 257 points.
The next year Behn did even
more: as a sophomore she led
the BIG EAST in scoring with a
23.9 average per game. She also
became the first sophomore
(male or female) in University
history to reach the 1,000 point
plateau.
This year Behn is among the
nation's elite. At 28 points per
game, she is the second leading
scorer in the country, not to
mention by-far-and-away the top
scorer in her conference. Behn is
also tenth nationally in free-throw
percentage with an 87.1 mark.
But most importantly, her presence instills fear to all oppo-

I

nents.

"Everybody in the league
knows you have to contain her,"
said Georgetwon coach Patrick
Knapp."She'sa very good player.
She does an outstanding job in
the post. Sarah is a first team AllBIG EAST player? no doubt
about it."
Against the Hoyas, who boast
two of the finest players in conference in Leni Wilson and Kris

Witfill,Behnwasunarguablythe
most dominating force on the
court.

After having her first shot of

the game blocked, Behn responded with a three-pointerthat
gave BC an early lead. Within the
next two minutes she made two
sharp passes to Kerry Curran and
Jenny Leddy, both which ended
up in three points. After seven
minutes of play, every point Behn
scored was to either tie the game
or give the Lady Eagles the lead.
Her pace never slowed down.
After scoring her team's first five
points in the second half, Behn
showed toughness along the
boards and craftiness as' a
playmaker. As she teamed up
with Curran (17 points), thecrowd
at the Power Gymnasium could
have thought they were at a
Chicago Bulls game watching
Michael Jordan mesh with Scottie Pippen, had they ignored the
obvious biological differences.
But the real NBA star that Behn
strives to emulate is a man with
whom she shares much in common.

It's not just the fact that they
play the same position. Or even
that they both admit to working
with same speed, which at the
very best can be called average.
It's not even the fact that they
wear the same uniform number.
What draws Behn to be compared to Larry Bird is the vital role
the two play on their respective
squads.
A healthy and happy Larry Bird
makes for a much more competitive Boston Celtic club. Ditto
for Behn and the Lady Eagles.
And she knows that.
"I feel pressure to score for the
team. If I don't, I feel I have to
make up for it in rebounding,"
she said. "Because of Larry Bird
I've worn number 33 since high
school. I'd love to play like him.
He's a competitor."
Just like Bird loathes losing, so
does Behn. She blames much of
the Lady Eagles' 4-11 (2-4 conference) record on herself. She is
currently thinking of ways to
change that record for the better.
"I have to pick up my intensity
and stay up mentally. I want to
pick up'my rebounds, and I should
pick up my assists," she said.
While no official statistics are
kepton intensity or mental levels,
the fact that BC coach Margo
Plotzke usually keeps Behn in
games for all but maybe five
minutes should say something.
No matter what Behn wants to
say, I'll tell you she is too intense
if anything.
And her supposed lack of rebounding! 1 At only 5-foot-10,
Behn was the fifth leading
rebounder in the BIG EAST, at

IIBUDGET

Eagle Notes
....Marcee Owens, from Casper,
Wyoming, has proven a valuable
member of the team this season,
playing in 13 of 15 games -as a
walk-on. She's twice managed
13 points in a game and now
averages 4.0 per game...
...Junior forward Ali Daly is the
team's second leading rebounder
thisseason,averaging4.3 boards
per game. Her best showing this
season was against Holy Cross,
where she tallied 12 points and
11

rebounds.

BQNA NZA WEEKEND
AT CONTE FORUM

I

BC HOCKEY vs. KENT STATU
Friday, January 31
BC BASKETBALL vs. GEORGETOWN
Saturday, February 1

Each Night One Lucky Student Will Win
Great Prizes from BUDGET RENT a CAR

1 LUCKY

STUDENT HOCKEY FAN

WINS 2 Tickets to BeanPot Final with
Limousine and Dinner for Two

LUCKY STUDENT BASKETBALL FAN I
WINS 2 Tickets to BIG EAST Tournament
New York Hotel and Budget Rental Car

First Two Thousand Fans into Conte Forum Each Night
Will Receive "Terrible Towels" from Budget
ONLY BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH BC
IDs ELIGIBLE TO ENTER

Budget

Budget==
cararftnidSrtal

=

?L
mJCkreMoney
^1 is on Budget."
The cSmart
and

last check.
And her supposed lack of
playmaking? No one who averages four points per game more
than anyone else in the league
should be asked to pass the ball.

I

The most important think to
now is seeing her
team win more games in the

Behn right

,

The Smarl Money 1S on Budget."

I

STUDENT BEANPOT TICKETS
FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE CURRENT
HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS

GO ON SALE WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29
AT 9:OOAM
CONTE FORUM TICKET OFFICE

conference.

"We can beat anyone in the
league," she said.
What she doesn't care anything
about is breaking BC records.
"I don't even think about it,"
she claims.
What would there be to think

about anyway?
Not a whole lot, because
Sarah Behn already holds just
about every one that there is.
J.P. PLUNKETT, A&S '93, is the
Heights Sports Editor

during the evening.
The Hoyas stormed right up
the court and after one quick pass
(a rarity for their team), sophomore guard Nadria Ricks flew
along the baseline and scooped
in an incredible one-handed layup. The final 10 minutes proved
to be a textbook display of how a
well-coached team blessed with
speed can smother a victory.
BC captain Jen Leddy, who
turned in a silent eight-point
performance, fouled out with
2:30 remaining and her team
down by nine, marking, for all
intensive purposes, the end of
the game.
Curran met her season average,
managing 17 points, but was
forced to use most of her skills
struggling through defenders and
guarding the basketball.

SOLD ONLY IN A TWO-NIGHT PACKAGE
(FIRST ROUND AND FINALS)
LIMIT OF ONE PACKAGE PER STUDENT. YOU MUST
PRESENT A BC STUDENT ID NO MULTIPLE ID'S.
PRICES ARE $26.00; $22.00, and $18.00
DEPENDING ON AVAILABILITY
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS
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Eagles last-second
luck ends vs. Huskies
UConn, from Page 15
went on the road and played with
the sixth or seventh best team in
thecountry," said O'Brien whose
Eagles fell to 11 -6, 3-5 in the BIG
EAST.
After getting off to a 4-0 start,
BC saw itself down by eight after
seven minutes of play. After
working the game back to a tie,
the teams traded leads of twopoints six times throughout the
rest of the half. That's how it
ended, with the Eagles leading
43-41.
Midway through the half
Curley outdueled a double team
to bring BC to a nine-point lead.
But that basket set the stage for

ten minutes worth of foul trouble
for Curley. It also reaffirmed the
Huskies' game plan, which was
quite simple: give the ball to
Smith.
Smith saved 10 of his 23 points
bringthe
to
Huskies back into the
ASmiththree-pointerfrom
game.
the NBA line gave UConn a temporary lead with 5:34 left.
Back-to-back Eisley drives had
the Eagles up by five with only
2:22 remaining. But Curley was
soon to foul out, and BC's lead
was soon to disappear. Before
Abram's near miracle, Burrell
slammed home two of his 23
points to end regulation.
"With the exceptionof the guys

on our team Burrell's my favorite
player in college basketball," said
O'Brien of UConn's junior forward who plays in the Toronto
Blue Jays farm system during the
summer months.
The OT period was highlighted
by four Eagle missed free throws,
two by Hinton, and two by Jackson who is averaging only 50
percentfrom the line. The missed
freebies sandwiched BC's final
offensive movement of the night,
a Hinton lay-up off a dish from
Jackson at 1:56.
The Eagles are off until Saturday night when they will face
perennial BIG EAST power
Georgetown at Conte Forum.

Public enemies Number 1

&

2
Connecticut native Malcolm Huckaby played a solid game in
front of his home-state fans at the Hartford Civic Center.

Huckaby's trip home
ends on sour note
Huckaby, from Page 15
denying Burrell post-up position
on many occasions and forced
him into an outside game.
Huckaby credits his rigorous
off-season weight lifting program
with his improvement and maturity from last year.As afreshman
Huckaby averaged 6.5 ppg. while
this season he is averaging close
to 13 ppg.

Wanted dead or alive: Eagles' enemies John Thompson

(left) and
Alonzo Mourning (right) have been guilty of leaving Dana Barros off the
Olympic team, walking out on a game against BC, and SAT scores that fall

below those of a typical Georgetown student.

HEICHVSF,LEPHOTO

"With the move to small forward, I seem to be getting all the
tougher defensive assignments
and I take that as a challenge," he
said. "I'm satisfied by getting
minutes. I can't ask for anything
more."
Huckaby certainly couldn't ask
for anything more on Saturday
night as he was the only player
on either team to play all 45
minutes.
"Losing Billy [Curley] was
tough, but I think that Gerrod
[Abram], Howard [Eisley], and I
stepped up. We just didn't seem
to get the breaks. You couldn't
ask for a better shot at the end,
but I guess we're fortunate to

have gone three for four ,"
Huckaby said.
These past three victories have
gained the Eagles some respect
in the BIG EAST, but this success
is no shock to the team.
"This year we're more confident," Huckaby said. "We're not
satisfied with just taking Connecticut to OT. We feel there is
not a team in the league that we
can't beat. Our goal is the NCAA
Tournament and we're not going
to accept anything less."
Following the Eagles throughout the season are Malcolm's
parents, Elbert and Elouise
Huckaby. They splittime between
Malcolm's games at BC and older
brother Martin's games at Howard
University.
The Huckaby's are pleased
with their son's success at the
Heights and feel that BC was
definitely theright choice for him.
"At BC Malcolm is not treated
likeabasketballplayer,orablack
basketball player, or a black man,
but as a human being and that's
all you can ask for," said Elbert
Huckaby.

An Eagle guide on how to hate the Hoyas
about Patrick Ewing. Ewing grew

DAVID DALEY
LET'S FACE
it, there are

The Dana-less Olympic squad

went on to bring home the bronze

lots of great medal, the first time in 20 years
reasons to
that the United States had not
hate wonthegoldinmen'sbasketball.
Georgetown. Just what was the team missing
Start with

coach John

Thompson.
Thompson
who refused to
It was
include Dana Barros on the tryout roster for the 1988 Olympic
team that Thompson coached,
while giving a spot to his newest
recruit, Alonzo Mourning.
Mourning had still yet to play his
first college minute. But only after intense media pressure did
Thompson finally acquiesce and
give the then-BIG EAST scoring
leader a chance to make the team.
He cut Barros soon thereafter.

the most in '88? The best outside
shooter in the country.
No Dana, no gold. Hope that
snazzy bronze medal feels good
around your neck, coach.
Reason number two: still
Thompson. When the esteemed
coach chose toboycott one game
in the 1988-89 season to protest
the NCAA Proposition 42 defending a position that was
harshly criticized by most of his
colleagues? the game he selected was against Boston College. Gee coach, thanks for
thinking so highly of us.
Reason number three: how
?

up on Pleasant Street in Cambridge, but instead of deciding to
play hiscollege ball athomewith
BC, he decided to go to
Georgetown. Had he stayed
home, just imagine what the result would have been for BC
basketball. But hey, the value of
that Georgetown degree is illustrated every time Ewing gives an
interview after a Knicks game.
Why would anyone seriously
want to attend a school whose
claims to fame are Patrick Ewing,
that William Kennedy Smith attended its medical school (hope
they lock up the cadavers), and
the movie St. Elmo's Fire. The
quintessential college movie was
really filmed at Columbia anyway, since the administration
decided it was too risque toreflect
Georgetown ideals. (And has it
ever seemed strange to you that
Molly Ringwald was not in that
movie?)
Georgetown ideals are much
more in line with giving scholar-

ships to people like Ewing, who
has a better grasp on a basketball
than he does of the English language.
Including BIG EAST tournament play, Georgetown has defeated BC in the teams' last seven
meetings, dating back to 1988.
That means no undergraduate on
the four-year plan has ever seen
the Eagles beat the Hoyas. (And
just what exactly is a Hoya anyway, and why is it their mascot?)
Perhaps that's why this Saturday
night's game is so important. If
the class of '92 is ever to witness
BC beating Georgetown, the good
guys beating the bad guys, Saturday is the last chance.
And this time, it's personal.
Yeah, that's right, they rejected
me. Twice. Odds are they probably rejected you too. 1988 and
1989 were pretty rough years for
the college admission game, and
there were times when I was
convinced that most of the people
who came to BC after graduating
high school in those years were

denied

admission
to
Georgetown. That's right, rejected, negged, reged, stuffed,
thin-enveloped. Screwed over big
time by Charles Deacon. Remember the introductions freshman year? "Hi, I'm (your name
here). I got rejected at
Georgetown. What major are
you

?"

Flashback: senior year. I open

up the Sporting News to see an

article on how Georgetown is all
excited that someone named

Alonzo Mourning topped 700
on the SAT and was eligible to
attend the school the upcoming
fall. No problem, I thought. I had
nearly double his boards, pretty
good grades, was involved in
school activities, and attending
the same Connecticut prep
school well known for graduating Jamie Widdoes of Animal
House fame in 1974. Mourning,
evidently, had more of the boards
that counted: rebounds.
Now we can beat Georgetown

Daley, Page 19
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Lady Eagles continue to roll on

play was set up by BC's Janet
Barringer, who was skating the
puck in front of the net in an
It looks like any other ice attempt to clear the zone.
With only 12 seconds left in
the period, Tulimieri added an
(
insurance goal, her second, set
Hockey up by sophomore Amy
Teirnan.
/
v
Although the Eagles had the
lead, head coach Tom O'Malley
hockey game. The players are
dressed in official BC uniforms. was not satisfied with the team's
performance in the first period.
They are playing on Kelley Rink.
players
The scoreboard is I it. The
"It was a greatwin but the team
They
came out slow in the first period.
fly up and down the ice.
passthe puck. They shoot. They We had a goal on thefirst shift but
score goals.
we weren'tcooking. We weren't
connecting. But we got it toBut there are two big differences: the stands are almost gether. In the second and third
empty and ponytails hang out of periods, we came out and played
the helmets.
our typical game. I call it the
The team is the BC women's snowball effect. As we keep goice hockey team. They are now ing, we get bigger and better,"
12-2 after beating the Colgate said O'Malley.
Red Raiders on Saturday afterThe second and third periods
noon by a score of 6-1, before a
wereall BC. Seniorcaptain Kerry
crowd of only 100 people and 1 Teirnan, Amy's sister, turned
away all of Colgate's shots, which
dog.
The Lady Eagles did not wait weren't many. Susan Compson
long to put the puck in the net. added a goal at 14:29 of the
Sophomore Lisa Tulimieri scored second period on a pass from
1:05 into the game to give the fellow freshman Kate Antos and
Eagles a lead they would not resophomore Morgen McLaughlin.
linquish.
The younger Tiernan and
Junior defenseman Liz Ridley Tulimieri reversed roles at the
added the winning goal at 7:22 of end of the second, when Tiernan
thefirst period, making the score scored on a goal from Tulimieri
2-0.
to bring the score to 5-1.
Colgate came back with their
only goal of the game just one
The third period was relatively
minute later when Elizabeth quiet until freshman Beckie
Lewis scored unassisted. The Duvall had the wind knocked
By KAREN ABUCEWICZ
Heights Assistant to the Editor

Women's

out of her at 4:17. Duvall went
down behind the net during a
pile up and hit her right side on
the net. Duvall was charged with
a tripping penalty, which was

served by assistant captain Maria
Signorella.
Duvall's inability to get up
caused a stir among her teammates. When play resumed, the
Lady Eagles were fired up.
Freshman Kim Murray scored
her first goal of the season with
:09 showing on the clock to make
the final score 6-1.
O'Malley was pleased with
both Tulimieri's and Murray's
performances.
"Kim has improved 100 percent. She comes in and skates
every optional practice.
I'm
happy for her tonight. Lisa wants
to win more than anything in the
world, and it shows. Every shift,
every period, every game," said
O'Malley.
Assistant coach Paul Melvin
commented on the outstanding
play of Freshman Meghan
O'Neill.
"Meghan has a strong, strong
defensive performance today.
She has shown a lot of promise
the second half of the season.
She'sreally comingalong nicely,"
said Melvin.
The Lady Eagles take the ice
again next Sunday at 4:00 pm in
a rematch with RPI, a team they
beat on Nov. 10.

BC impressive at NE Invit.
By

ART SINDLINGER

For The Heights

OK, the Super Bowl has come
and gone, and most of us are stil I
walking a little delicately, re-

covering from the festivities.
But the BC indoor track team is
gearing up for the meat of their

schedule.
With just over a month left be-

fore both the men and women's

(Track Field)
&

head up Comm. Ave. to
the New England Indoor Championships at Boston University,
the athletes began a stretch of
meets this past Saturday that will
send some Eagles to Princeton
for the IC4A's, some Lady Eagles
to Syracuse for the ECAC's, and
perhaps even a few all the way to
Indianapolis for the NCAA
Championships on March 13 and
teams

14.

The latest step in their preparation was the New England TAC
Invitational, held at Harvard
University. The meet attracted
some of the country's finest athletes to the invite-only afternoon
events. Included among such
distinguished company was BC's
own Tiffany Young, who won

her heat in the 200 meters, and in
doing so clocked the second
fastest time of the day with a
25.33.

Waldy Clark, bringing his
speed off the football field and
onto the track, placed second in
the 55 meters with a time of 6.43,
qualifying him for both the New
England Championships and the
IC4A's (the men's eastern championships, just one step below

the NCAA's).
Also turning

in an impressive
performance was the men's Distance Medley Relay team (Brian
Murphy, Sean McEllin, Jason
Greene and Keith Yuen), which
in finishing second in 10:06.7
qualified themselves for the
IC4A's. Racing against strong
fields, Maria Dipina's efforts in
the 800 meters earned her a
second place finish as well as a
place in the New Englands, while
Michael Atwood placed third in
the 1000 meters.
Bret Harris and Ray Neves both
advanced to men's Long Jump
finals, finishing third and fifth
respectively. Having already
scored two solid jumps, Harris
went for

broke on his third, per-

haps the longest of the meet, but
was disqualified as he fouled by
maybe a toenail.
BC head coach Karen Dobbs

feels her team is right on sched-

ule for peak performances at the
big meets in March. With the
Greater Boston and BIG EAST
Championships stil I ahead to tune
up at, Dobbs sees herself taking a
strong contingent to the New
England's, which she hopes to
"use as a stepping stone to the
IC4A'sand ECAC's [the women's
eastern championships]."
Right now they are led by Clark,
who may also run the 200 meters
in addition to the 55, Young, who
has qualified for the ECAC's in
the 55, 200, and 400 meters as a
sophomore, and distance runners
Jamalh Prince, David Ward, and
Brian Murphy (the school record
holder in the mile) who will also
be making the trip to Princeton
for the IC4A's. Other athletes
who have qualified for New
Englands and are now working
toward the Easterns: Marielle
Flinterman, 55mHH; Debby
Marlowe and Diane Connely,
mile; Jennifer Rolfe and Heather
Grimshaw, 3000 m; Kim Facey,
Long Jump; Veloukas and Cara
McDermott, Triple Jump; Paige
McTavish, Shop Put; Ray Neves,
200 and Long Jump; and Bret
Harris, Long Jump.
The Eagles will next perform
on Friday and Saturday at BU for
the Terrier Classic.

m

By defeating Colgate Saturday, the Lady Eagles continued with
hbgwsphoto/geoffmeek
their most successful season ever.

BC drowns BU
By BRIAN WALSH
Heights Staff Writer
The Boston College swimming
program continues to show posi-

j
tive signs of peaking for the New
England Championships, as the
men's team annihilated their
cross-town rivals from Boston
Un i versity Wednesday by ascore
of 148-93.
Head coach Tom Groden, who
took an involuntary swim courtesy of his team after the final
score was announced, said of his
swimmers performance, "I never
thought we could beat them by
as much as we did, but I'll take it.
This was the best we have swam
since coming back [from Christmas break]."
The Eagle men's team improved its record to 8-3 overall,
and 4-2 in the New England
Intercollegiate Swimming Association.
While looking at how the teams
matched up on paper before the
meet, Groden hypothesized a win
for his team by the slim margin of
five points. From early on, however, it was obvious that the Eagles
were going to be dominant on
this night. In the first event, the
400yd medley relay, freshmen
Wiliam Powley, John Webber,
junior Curt Jablonowski and
sophomore NicholasSatovickset
a new Eagles record in a duel
meet by two seconds.
In the 1000yd freestyle all four
Eagle swimmers in the race finished in front of the first Terrier.
BC was led by freshman Carl
Giordano's first place time of
10:08.94.
With BC victorious in nine of

the eleven swimming events, it
was easy to find positive points
throughout the meetfor Groden's
team. Some particularly impressive performances, however,
were put in by freshman Daniel
Chertow and junior Curt

Jablonowski.

After winning four of the first
five events in the meet, the Eagles
held a comfortable 72-39 lead
going into the 200yd butterfly.
This is an event in which BC has
received good results from senior
Mike Ryan, but has lacked the
depth to consistently place another swimmer in the top three.
Chertow, however, maybe the
answer for the Eagles, as the first
year swimmer grabbed second
place one second ahead of BU's
third place finisher.
By the time the 200yd breaststroke rolled around, the 12th
event in al3 event meet, BC held
the untouchable lead of 128-77.
Jablonowski, however, still swam
strong and came from behind to
win and record one of his best
times while sophomore Mike
Mangan gave a strong performance that resulted in a third
place finish.
The top swimmer of the meet
for the Eagles was senior Maarten
Kraaijvanger, which is no real
surprise to anyone who follows
BC swimming. Kraaijvanger won
the 100yd, 200yd, and 500 yd
freestyle, which is just an ordinary accomplishment for the
fourth year swimmer who was
the MVP of last years men's team.
Kraaijvanger has won three events
in almost every meet he has
participated in during his collegiate career. One reason for this
according to G.roden is, "Maarten
has an incredible ability to accelerate in the water. Few can
pick up the pace like he can."

BC lands recruits

The New England Invitational was held at Harvard on Saturday and BC's Harriers fared well.

As Feb. 5 and the deadline for
signing national letters-of-intent
comes closer, the Boston College
football program is enjoying
much recruiting success.
Last week Brockton High
School's Mark Hartsell, considered one of the top quarterback
prospects in the nation, decided
to attend BC next fall on a scholarship.
Hartsell, a 6-foot-4, 205pounder, committed to BC last
Monday after an official visit to
Notre Dame. Hartsell was also
being wooed by Michigan State
and Ohio State.

Also signing with the Eagles
was 5-9,1 75-pound tailbackjustice Smith of Amsterdam High
School in New York. Smith ran
for 4,124 yards and 57 touchdowns during his schoolboy career. His choices were narrowed
down to BC, Michigan, Syracuse
and Maryland.
The Eagles lost a local boy
when Billerica's Dana Cottrell, a
6-3, 235-pound fullback and defensive end, signed with Syracuse.
Nextweek The Heightsw\\\ run
complete
a
feature on the incoming football recruits.

The Heights
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Great performance
turned in by both Scotts
Haralambous, from Page 15
defenseman/captain Joe Cleary
left with a right knee injury early
in the first period. Spalla assisted
on freshman defenseman lan
Moran'sgame-tieing goal at 8:06
of the third period.
How about old friend David
Sacco? The silk-smooth Terrier
forward spent the past two years
as a playmaker, but this season
he has been asked to take on
more of the scoring burden himself. Sacco responded with a
goal midway through
the second period to bring the
score to 2-2.

And how about a star that's
been around for so many of these
battles, Len Ceglarski? The game
was the last at Walter Brown for
the legendary BC coach who is
retiring at the end of this season
after 20 years at the Heights.
Parker and BU athletic director
presented
Gary Strickler
Ceglarski with a BU chair before
the game.
Ceglarski, who by the end of
his retirementtour will have more
chairs than the Eagles' Nest, was
philosophical about his last game
atBU.
"I don't want to get sentimen-

tal/' Ceglarski said, "but it's just

seems right to have the last game
here be a great game, a tie."
Yes, most of the stars are gone

from the recent version of this
rivalry, and soon Ceglarski (2732-6 at BC vs. BU) will be gone
from the game also.
More than a few of the former
Eagles and Terriers are doing the
Olympic thing in Albertville,
France. While the David Emmas
and Shawn McEacherns are off in
Europe, LaGrand and Cashman
the real stars Saturday night?
are still on Comm. Ave., and
evidently, the Green Line rivalry
_

isstill enough togetthem excited.

Parker offered the following
simple explanation of the two
teams and the strategies going
into the game: "They got a kid
named Scott, and we've got a kid
named Scott."
The Great Scotts, who entered
the league together three years
ago, grabbed first (LaGrand) and
second (Cashman) HOCKEY
EAST honors Saturday night. Each
played 65 minutes of inspired
goaltending, as the two squads
combined for a remarkable 64
shots on net.
"We both know each other
real well," Cashman said in explaining his friendly-though-intense rivalry with LaGrand.
"Scott's a great guy. He's a great
goaltender. He's a good friend,
but when it comes down to it, he
plays for Boston College and I
play for Boston University. That
says it all there. You can say what
you want about BC losing so many
players, but No. 34 [LaGrand] is
still there, and BC's entire season
depends on him."
BU leads the all-time series
between the schools 82-78-10
and the next time the two meet
may very well be in the final at
the Beanpot (although Harvard is
always pesky and Northeastern
shocked the No. 1 -ranked Maine
Black Bearson Friday night). Then
comes what promises to be a key
HOCKEY EAST clash atKel ley on
Feb. 28.
Count on LaGrand and
Cashman to be in net for at least
the next few BC-BU clashes. Stay

tuned:

With BC-BU, the rivalry only

gets better.

GeorgeHaralambous, A&S '92,
is a Heights columnist.

Hating the Hoyas
made fun & simple
Daley, from Page 17
at just about anything and

I

get

excited. The soccer team, the field
hockey team, the debate team,
the tiddlywinks team; it doesn't
matter. I hope our Film Board
plays movies before them, hope
our homecoming is held in a
bigger hotel, hope their student
newspapers are full of typos.
Good.
But basketball is different. This
is beating them at their own game,
beating them at what put them on
the map in thefirst place. Because
everyone knows, including
Georgetown's students and applicants, that the school's entire
reputation and popularity is based
on the basketbal I team's success.
This is why wehavetobeatthem.
Once is fine. Beating them at
basketball will make them see
the mistake they made four years
ago when they did not let so
many of us in. Isn't that what
college sports is all about? Why

else wou Id we play Harvard each
year? It's fun to kill the Ivy League
and still chant "safety school" at
them.
This year, perhaps more than
any other, we have a real chance.
Our program is on its way back,
whileGeorgetown'sisontheway
down. Even with Mourning in
the middle, Robert Churchwell,
Joey Brown, and Thompson's son
are hardly Sleepy Floyd, Michael
Jackson, Charles Smith (is he in
jail?), or Dikembe Mutombo. The
Eagles match up real well.
There are lots of great reasons
to hate Georgetown. John
Thompson. Patrick Ewing.
Alonzo Mourning, They play their
home games a state away. But
the best reasons are personal.
There may wel I be a lot of hoarse
voices come Sunday morning.
Let's go Eagles, and we'll see you
at the game.
David Daley, A&S '92 is a Heights
Senior Staff Writer.

Heights
Sports

Write for

Meetings are

Mondays at 3:00 pm
in McElroy 113

Eagle goalie Scott LaGrand was masterful in keeping BU to only three goals Saturday night.

Eagles, Terriers skate to classic
tie in Lenny's last game at BU
BU game, from Page 15

tapped the puck into the left corner. With the BU student section
now in full force it looked like a
long night was in store for the
Eagles.
BC tied things up by the end of
the period as RobCanavan skated
down the left wing and deftly
centered to Franzosa, who deposited his 13th goal of the year.
The game would remain tied
through the second period as BC's
Jack Callahan and BU's David
Sacco exchanged goals. The
Eagle's goal was set up by a hustling Marc Beran, who beat
Cashman to the puck in the right
corner and tipped it in front of the
net, allowing Callahan to score a
classic garbage goal. BU re-

sponded with Sacco's powerplay
tally, the end result of Franzosa's
participation in a mini-brawl behind the BU net.
Franzosa's penalty and the
ensuing BU score had a marked
effect on the game's momentum,
and for most of the next 20 minuntil the halfway mark of
utes
the third period ?the Terriers
controlled the game. Even with
the man advantage, things
weren't going right for the Eagles.
Just seconds into the third period
BU scored again, when the Bavis
brothers combined for a shorthanded goal; Mark scored, and
Mike assisted.
The crowd of 3,357 was
stunned, hbwever, when freshman lan Moran bounced a weak
wristshot past Cashman to tie
?

things up 3-3. With the score now
even, the two teams played at
fever pitch until the end of the
overtime period. There were
strong performances in both ends
of the rink in the final 1 5 or so
minutes of the game: Haggerty,
Franzosa and Jason Rathbone
(playing his second straight strong
game) with a number of strong
scoring opportunities; and
defensemen Ron Passucci skating down to break up a late
breakaway by Terrier Mike
Pendergast.
In the end, though, it was all up
to LaCrand. He was huge in the
final minutes of the game, a fact
not lost on the BU Terriers. "The
backbone of that team," said
Cashman afterward, "is No. 34."

Eagle Notes
...Prior to the start of Saturday's game, BU honored Ceglarski for his 33
years of service behind the bench. Though it was a touching ceremony,
Ceglarski will surely value his record at Brown Arena more than the chair he was
presented with. The Eagle's record in the last 15 games at BU is 10-3-2...
...Scott LaGrand recorded the fourth 40-save game of his career and the
eighth 30-save of this season with his awesome performance against BU. That
effort came on the heels of an equally sharp 25-save game against UMassLowell. Despite playing a combined 130 minutes over the weekend, LaGrand
said he felt fine after the game, and credited his off-season conditioning routine
for improving his stamina...
...Joining Ted Crowley in the BC-Guys-Recently-Cut-From-The-Olympic-Team category is forward Bill Guerin, whose 26 goals were second on the
team last year. LaGrand said that if Guerin doesn't sign with the New Jersey
Devils by today, that he would begin practicing with the Eagles. But expect
Guerin, whose game seems tailor-made for the NHL, to sign with New Jersey...
...The number of BC alums on the team has stayed at six. Olympic coach
Dave Peterson has taken advantage of the new Olympic rule allowing professional athletes to play by adding former Eagles Tim Sweeney and Greg Brown to
the 24-man roster. Sweeney and Brown, who had been playing professionally
with Calgary and Buffalo, respectively, will join fellow BCers David Emma,
Steve Heinze, Marty Mclnnis and Scott Gordon on Team USA.
-CHRIS COLLINS
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Eagles wrestle their way to a tie with Bridgewater
By ed Mclaughlin
Heights Staff Writer
The Eagles took to the mats this
against
home
at
Bridgewater State College. The
squad opened strong, taking the
lower weight classes. But the visitors made a run in the second half
of the match and the Eagles settled

week

Wrestling
fora 22-22 tie, putting theirrecord
at 1-3-1.

With a lack of experience, BC

head coach Rod Buttry

must

de-

pend on a hord of freshmen who
are asked to carry the squad
through the lower weight classes.

Jim Gallagher, coming of the
disabled list, moved up to 126
lbs. after a forfeit win at 118 lbs.
He won his match handily and
left a good impression on the

coach.
"Jimmy's so explosive it's
amazing," said Buttry.
Mike Cammara and Mike
Dullay also pulled out big wins.
Dullay won by a decision at 142
lbs. Cammara, who won both of
Ws matches last week, again
proved up to the task. He won his
match by pinfall at 150 lbs.
Bridgewater State picked up
momentum in the upper weight
classes. Dennis Slavin and
Emerson Wickweir both lost by
decision at 158 and 167 lbs, re-

spectively. Jim Chidiac lost by
five points in the 177 lb match
and joe Mitchell lost by pinfall at
190 lbs.
The most exciti ng match of the
evening came at the end of the
meet when Eagle Mike Dizon,
who weighs 168 lbs, wrestled a
beast of 250 lbs. in the heavyweight bout. Dizon wrestled a
skillful match, giving up over 80
lbs, and stayed competitive until
the end. He lost by pinfall with
:05 seconds left in the match.
Buttry praised Dizon after the
match. "I was real happy with the

way he wrestled," Buttry said.
"He wrestled with a lot of heart
and that's all I could have asked
from him."
Despite the tie, Buttry remains
optomistic.

Although the Eagles struggled
in the second half of the match,
he said "I was impressed overall.
I'm wrestling with a young team
and I don't have the lineup fully
together yet."
Injuries played a major part in
the team's lineup instability, the
coach believes. He has decided
to stress improvement and pa-

tience.

"I'm not looking to conquer
the world," said Buttry. "I just
want to improve with every meet
and so far we have."
The Eagles hit the road for the
bigCatholicNationalsthis weekend at the University of Dayton
in Ohio. The squad will face such
Catholic powerhouses as Notre
Dame, Holy Cross, and Fordham.
After the Nationals, BC returns to
the Heights for a tri-meet against
UMass-Boston and master strategists MIT on Wednesday at 7:30
PM.

"Last Call"
live at SAMS

Thursday night.
Plus $ 1 drafts.

BC grappler Mike Camarra pins Jason Sutaut in the 150 pound bout Tuesday.

ATTENTION
B.C.
UNDERGRADS
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A
FEW GOOD COMEDIANS
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE

BEANPQT LAUGH-IN
WITH THE CHANCE TO WIN

$1000
AND
HEADLINE FOR A WEEK
AT NICK'S COMEDY STOP
CALL 482-0930 FOR INFORMATION

B.C. COMPETITION
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARYS 7:30

RING SALE
SAVE UP TO $100.00 ON YOUR
BOSTON COLLEGE RING
SIGN UP FOR DAILY DRAWING
?CD PLAYER
?AM/FM CASETTE PLAYER
?AM/FM REVERSE CASETTE
RECORDER
?POCKET SPELL CHECK
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

RING DATES

THURS-FRI JAN. 30-31, 1992
MON, TUES, WED FEB. 3,4,5, 1992
IN THE BOOKSTORE FROM 10-4
DEPOSIT $30.00
M/C VISA ACCEPTED

THEIfciGHrS

Police Blotter

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17
2:53 pm Call received of two
males about 6 ft. carrying duffle
bags walking through the halls
soliciting money for a Boston development fund. Shift Officers
and detectives respond and the
two are located in the lobby of
Edmonds Hall. Both were arrested and charged with trespassing.
5:06 pm Control receives a call
that a car has caught fire in the
garage on the Beacon St. level.
Afterofficers could not extinguish
the fire, Boston Fire was called
in. Possible damage may have
-

-

resu Ited to adjacently parked cars.
8:37 pm Officer responds to the
first aid room in Conte Forum to
treat a victim sufferingfrom symptoms of an ongoing illness. First
aid is administered, and victim is
-

released.

9:02 pm Walsh RA files report
of two suspects that when ap-

proached, dropped 1/2 case of
alcohol and fled. Suspects were
not found and alcohol was confiscated for disposal.

10:10 pm Officer reports finding an intoxicated male in lobby
of Edmonds Hall. Suspect's
brother is called for transport.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18
12:48 am Officer reports a female in the lobby of Hillside C/D
who is not a current students but
has a student ID. Officer responds and confiscates the ID.
12:52 am-Officer reports to Hillsides on report of a gathering
with alcohol. Upon arrival, it is
found that RA has cleared the
area and kegs are confiscated for
disposal.
-

-

Officers respond to
alarm of fire at Hillsides C activated by a pull station in the 2nd
floor lobby. Newton Fire responds, and the alarm company
is notified to reset the system.
1:39 am Officer responds to
report of confrontation near Hillsides C. Upon arrival, it is found
that a former boyfriend and girl1:31 am
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-

-

which was parked by Fenwick
Hall.
MONDAY, JANUARY 20
12:59 am Main Gate reports a
taxi driver with an intoxicated
student in his cab. Patrol and
EMT responds to evaluate. Suspect is transported to the infirmaryfor evaluation. Officer also
confiscates a false ID from the

friend are arguing. The situation

is rectified without further incident.
4:12 am Officer responds to
CLX on a report of vandalism. It
is found that the sink in the first
floor men's room has been ripped
from the wall causing a hot water
pipe to burst. Damage occurs in
nearby rooms as a result of the
water. Housekeeping is notified, and no suspects are known
at this time.
4:35 am -Control receives alarm
of fire for CLX activated due to
the steam from the broken sink in
incident of 4:12 am. Newton
Fire responds.
3:33 pm Officer reports larceny
of checks that were later found to
be forged. Victim claims that
while gone for Christmas Break,
a check from his already closed
account was found to be used.
An investigation is under way.
8:17 pm Officer responds to 80
Comm Ave to file a report of
harassment. Victim claims that
her ex-boyfriend physically
abused her. The suspect if informed he is to remain away
from Boston College. The victim
is to meet with the detectives for
further assistance in the matter.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 19
12:01 am Officers respond to
Fitzpatrickon a report of a victim
suffering a laceration to the head.
Upon arrival, first aid is administered and victim is transported to
St. Elizabeth's Hospital. It is believed the victim was under the
influence of alcohol.
-

-

suspect.

3:15 am Officers respond to a
disturbance in Hillsides. Upon
arrival, it is found that a roommate is arguing with another
roommate who had just caused
damage to the wallsoftheirapartment. No-reason was given for
causing the damage, but the suspect admitted his action. A report is filed on the incident.
11:21 pm Officers transport
victim from Walsh to St.
Elizabeth's hospital on a report
of the victim suffering from chest
pains and a difficulty of breathing. Victim if later transported to
BC infirmary.

complaintants vehicle. The other
party did not report the accident.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
3:03 am Officer responds to
Carney Hall on report of a housekeeping employee that is injured.
It is found that a cleaning agent
had splashed in his eyes. Officer
flushed the eyes with water and
transported the victim to St. Eliza-

beth for further medical treatment.

-

-

-

-

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21

7:19 pm BC officers respond to
call for assistance from Metro
Police on More Road. It was
-

reported that they had received
a call about someone who may
have fallen into the reservoir.
Boston Fire responded on the
scene with divers. BC police
assisted in handling traffic, and
limiting access to area.

-

3:04 am Student in Claver files a
-

report of vandalism to a bulletin

board on the first floor. BC officers respond and finding no suspects, inform housekeeping to
remove glass and debris from area.
3:55 pm-Officer takes a report of
larceny at the Bookstore. Victim
claims that upon exiting the bookstore, his backpack, containing
books, gloves and supplies was
missing and presumably stolen.
There are no suspects.
4:24 pm Officer files a report of
larceny at the Bookstore. Victim
claims that she placed her black
bookbag in the designated area,
but found it to be missing when
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
2:15 am Officer files a report
from a victim who claims that
while walking from lower to

-

-

appeared to be broken from the
inside. Housekeeping was notified to temporarily fix the window.

she exited the bookstore. A check
of the area was made with negative results.

-

-

-

-

8:57 pm Incident report filed
on BC student who was involved
in a sexual incident while riding
on the BC green line into Boston.
MBTA police notified.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22
12:10 pm Officer responds to a
second report concerning suspicious phone calls received by a
student. Caller reportedly is representing the "Bank of Delaware," and is soliciting for students to accept credit cards.
7:25 pm Officer responds to
commuter lot to file a report of a
minor traffic accident. Slight
damage occurred to the

5:38 am While on patrol, Officer finds a basement door in
McGuinn to be unsecure. A
suspect was found inside who
'claimed that he was there because he missed his ride the previous night. He is escorted from
campus, and a trespass warning
was issued.
6:51 am Officer takes a report
concerning the theft of four pizzas and their carrying cases from
the delivery person's vehicle

middle campus, a group of males
harassed him. Some time later,
another report of harassment was
filed concerning a group of the
same description. No suspects
were identified.
3:17 am Officer observes the
rear window of a Mod to be broken. Residents stated that they
had no idea who may have broken the window, even though it
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1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation
without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
?

LASERIUM
Museum
At

Fjenny^

Of Science

The

Star Trek: The Astral Symphony
Fri, Sat, Stm{r4g>liday Mondays and
s:3opm
School
Grateful Dead Thurs,
Laser Rush Fri, Sat B:3opm
Led Zeppelin Fri, Sat 10:0Q,prfi

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

The Heights
misses you!
Hope you

Laserium does for your eyes.>w'rtat the music
does for your ears. Ca11.723-2500 for more
information. M&VI.SA accepted.

V feel better J
soon.
A

_
_____

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE

r

"

Cleveland circle travel
.

SPRING BREAK
KEY WEST

It's Time to Book Spring Break!!!
Personalized Trip Planning

AUTHORIZED CONTINENTAL and
NORTHWEST/AMERICAN EXPRESS AGENTS

Southernmost Motel In USA

Air Charters Eurail Group Flights
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
356 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline, MA 02 146

1-800-354-4455

-

For Reservations Call

-

1-305-296-6577

734-2350
J

*

Boston Bruins 1 Old-Timers versus
Boston College
January 29, 1992

Date:
Place:
Time:

Conte Forum at Boston College
7:00 p.m.
Benefits Campus School

Why:

Ticket Info: Available

at Campus

Campion

Test Your Best!

School Office,

Hall

Adult price: $7.00
Children: $5.00

Classes Forming Now.
for

additional information, call any of the

following

Thank

extensions:

x3460, x8424, x3223

you for your

help

The Heights
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"Giving power and money to government officials (UGBC) is like giving whiskey and car keys to teenage
boys."
-PJ. ORourke

[JANE'S ADDICTION, WEEN PAGE 24|

WITH SWERVEDRIVER
IN THE SLUDGE youthful
week the
of their first real
By DAVID DALEY
Heights Senior Staff Writer

What is Swervedriver? It's sonic
sludge that sticks like peanut butter
to the roof of your mouth, guitars
layered deeper than the Atlantic
Ocean, and thicker than the both

with the
spirit of the open
road. Imagine the peak of the tallest
rollercoaster, the rush and fear that
mingle in the pit of your stomach,
the wonder of the view and the
wide open spaces, and the rumbling surge as it plunges downwards, ebbs, and begins the loop all

at

start

U.S. tour. "We have a really dirty
sound; it's pretty filthy stuff." Dirty,
filthy, grungy, grimy, messy, mucky
indeed. The kind of deep-down,
caked-on mud that detergents
cannot even remove in television
commercials. Swervedriver bring

LOOKING INTO
COPPOLA'S
HEART OF
DARKNESS
Kevin
Heig...

Durr
Staff Writer

...

HEARTS OF DARKNESS:
A FILMMAKER'S APOCALYPSE.
A Documentary Screened
At the Nickelodeon.

In 1979 Francis Ford Coppola's
Apocalypse Now was finally released, having survived countless
problems and much controversy.
Hearts

ofDarkness

is the story of

the filming of Apocalypse Now,
giving truth to the old cliche that
often truth is stranger than fiction.
Whether one considers Apocalypse
Now brilliant or muddled, insightful
or pretentious, the story of its

THE SONIC SLUDGESTERS: SWERVEDRIVER
the core of the Earth and George
Bush. It's energetic, propulsive
noise, piled higher than one of
Dagwood Bumstead's sandwiches
and songs that twist, turn, thump

over again. Got it? Good.

"Rock and roll has always been
evil?at least the good stuff,"
guitarist Jimmy Hartridge proclaimed in a phone interview this

their sandbox to T.T. the Bear's
place Tuesday night; where white

at

your own risk.
The ascent of Swervedriver
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

JUICE OFFERS GRITTY LOOK AT URBAN LIFE
By CLARISSA CRUZ
Heights Staff Writer

JUICE: A new film directed by
Ernest R. Dickerson. Starring Omar
Epps, Jermaine Hopkins, Kahlil
Kain, and Tupac Shaker. Screened
at Allston Cinema.
"We ain't shit. All we do is
fucking run. We should be on a
fucking track team," said Bishop,

dead-end lifestyle.
Bishop, played by Tupac Shaker,
is one of four Harlem youths who is
the focus in this story about life in
the inner city.
Juice marks the directorial debut
of Spike Lee's award winning
cinematographer, Ernest Dickerson.
The movie begins by showing a
typical day in the life of these boys.
Their parents drag them out of bed
in the morning and they reluctantly

walk up and down the streets of
Harlem ogling women, harassing
store owners and picking fights
with a rival gang. Afterwards, they
"pick up" a few records at the local
music store and spend some time at
the pool hall before being busted
by truant officers. No problem.
Then one of the members of the
group, Q (Omar Epps), bumps into
one of their recently-paroled
friends, Blizzard, in a bar. They

production is fascinating.
The main source for the documentary is footage shot by Eleanor
Coppola, Francis Ford Coppola's
wife, on location in the Philippines,
as well as taped conversations with
her husband during the progress of
the filming. These conversations
were taped without Francis Ford
Coppola's knowledge, and were
originally only for her private use in
her personal diary. Now, years later,
she has made them public. Hearts
of Darkness also includes many
interviews with those involved with
Apocalypse Now, actors Martin
Sheen, Frederic Forrest, Sam
Bottoms, Dennis Hopper, Larry
Fishburne, script writer John Milius,
and director Francis Ford Coppola,
the man who was in charge of it all.
Apocalypse Now was meant as a
very loose interpretation of Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness, set
during the Vietnam war. Filming
began in 1976 in the Philippines,
even though a civil war was raging
in the country at that time. The
many troubles that befell the
production fell mostly on the
shoulders of the director. Eleanor
Coppola explained that her husband was actually forced to journey
into his own heart of darkness, to
confront insanity, and she was
frightened about the state he would
be in when he finally emerged. The
insights into the personality and
psyche of Francis Ford Coppola are
numerous and deep, not always
painting the most flattering picture
of him. As he states during one of
the documentaries' interviews "The
film director is one of the few
dictatorial positions in a world
becoming more and more democratic." And this is how he often
seems, as a dictating madman

BISHOP (TUPAC SHAKUR, RIGHT) CONFRONTS Q (OMAR EPPS) IN JUICE
one of the main characters in the
get ready to look like they are
movie,
disturbing
violent and
new
going to school. The boys then
Juice. He is voicing his frustration
meet at a street corner and begin
towards his friends' and his own
the real business of the day. They

until
Blizzard excuses himself to pull out
an extremely large gun and holds

concerned with nothing but his
film.
There is something exceedingly
painful in watching his treatment of
Martin Sheen. While filming what

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

start chatting for a while
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LEFT OF CENTER:

CRANES FAIL TO SOAR; WEEN HALLUCINATES

Cranes WINGS OF JOY (RCA)
Good Lord, these people are
boring. Let's face it?imitating
Cocteau Twins is a pretty damn
hard thing to do. The singer's vocal
prowess must be alluring, hypnotic and able to
convey a sense of
beauty, while the melodies should be captivating as they are?for lack
of a less cliched adjective ?etheral. The Cranes
**

which they choose to mutilate with
every device imaginable. But when

they don't start out with a good
song as a base, and rely on the
crazy effects alone, the results are

them. But this time guys, no thanks.

--Craig Finn

**l/ 2 Jane's Addiction: LIVE

On every song, Perry Farrell
screams, whispers, and captivates

the audience with his incredible
lyrics while Eric A. becomes more
and more innovative on his bass. At
the same time, Dave
Navarro throws in his
solos wherever he sees
fit, and Stephen Perkins
pounds the drums to his
own beat?unlike any
other drummer today. It
is a shame that we will
never be able to hear
these guys as a group

probably intended to
follow these rules, but
apparently stumbled
along the way.

again.
It seems as though
Farrell's voice is a little
difficult to hear on some
of the live songs. For
instance, on "LA.
Medley," which includes
"LA. Woman," "Nausea"
and "Lexicon Devil," the
band shifts into high
gear. However, the

takes off
in the right direction, but
Wings

of Joy

it never really "gets

there." The band tries

to

replicate the mellow
atmosphere and ambiance that distinguishes
Cocteau Twins and Lush
but they ultimately gets
lost in the mix of things.

-

medley suffers because

The song structure (if it
can be called as such) is
arbitrary and without
form, and a basic lack of
THE CRANES
melody and grace seems
often close to unlistenable.
to pervade track after track. But
Unfortunately, the latter case is
even if you were able to correct any
of the above, you're still left with
more often the rule on ThePod.
Many of the songs are complete
comes
voice,
Alison Shaw's
which
static with no hooks, no melody, or
across as a fourth-rate Elizabeth
(most
often) no point. There are,
Fiaser. Unlike Fraser, whose
however, a few sparkles in all the
trademark warblings have some
mud, the most obvious example
range and beauty, Shaw shrieks in a
being
"Captainnnn Fantasy" which
that
annoying
monotone
droning,
sounds like an overdriven, overrarely fluctuates, as displayed on
"Watersong." All in all, Wings of Joy
dosed Beatles. They sing "Wouldn't
you like to be somewhere floating
loses altitude in a hurry.
free?/ Sounds like my destiny,
Richard Williams Captain Fantasy/ Take a hit and go
down beneath the reaches of
sound/
You could be with me,
1/2 Ween/ THE POD
Captain Fantasy." Perhaps no other
(Shimmydisc)
If They Might Be Giants were full song they have ever released shows
such an insight into their
time stoners instead'of full time
imaginitive little world full of
dorks, then they might just be
hallucinations and paranoia.
Ween. Dean and Gene Ween seem
to have nothing else to do but sit
?

*

around with their producer Andrew
Weiss, who also plays in the Rollins
Band, and make something that
some call music.
Ween has recorded enough
songs for countless albums, and
they keep going at it at a feverish
pace. Their albums exist not so
much as a collection of their finest

Farrell seems to be
holding the microphone
too far away to under-

AND RARE (Warner Bros.)
This new Jane's Addiction album
is probably the last release we may
ever see from this incredible band
led by lead singer Perry Farrell.
Although the band broke up shortly
after completing the Lollapalooza
tour this summer, this Japanese
import was released, probably to
squeeze a few more dollars out of
the masses of Jane's fans who are
hungry for more music.
It has been rumored for some
time that there will be a U.S. release

of demos and live performances,
but it will most likely be very
similar to this album.
Unfortunately, the title of this
album is misleading. Live, yes?
there is some good, live music
here? but it is not very rare. Six
out

of

will
prob-

the 10
tracks
have

ably

al-

exist

for-

ready
been

ever,

re-

leased

moments, but as a look into the
world as they see it. And if reality

with a
dedicated
cult

was ever even close to the way
they see it, it would be a scary time '

audience,

indeed. To approach Ween without
your tounge firmly in your cheek
would be a serious mistake, maybe

and a
whole
bunch
of

.

even suicidal.

On their first release, last year's
double LP God, Ween, Satan: The
Oneness , Ween parodied just about
everyone and everything, including
Prince, reggae and the ever popular
Seattle sound among other things
all while maintaining a fairly straight
though insane face. A double album
proved a bit much, however, as the
listener was forced to take the
marvelous moments with some
purely hideous songs thrown in for
bad taste.
While listening to this record, or
their new one. The Pod, a fairly
simple equation can be drawn up.
Ween is certainly capable of writing
simple but interesting pop songs

Ween

curious

stand the lyrics of the
song. But, the other
three members of the band do a
terrific job musically with this
medley.
The remix of "Been Caught
Stealing" on this album had been
popular in several dance clubs this
past year and includes a short,
acoustic introduction. The demo of
"I Would for You" is another
highlight on this album and has
some really heavy bass.
Although this album is great, it is
a little disappointing to see Jane's
Addiction trying to cheat their fans
by claiming that this material is
really rare. Almost all of it has
already been released. Don't waste
your money on this album if you
can find the three singles for a
better price, they are just as good
collectively, as this one album.

on

the
singles
"Been

Caught
SteaKn',"
"Classic

Girl"
and
'Three

Days
souls
/
like
myself PERRY FARRELL OF
Stop."
JANES ADDICTION
whopeek into their doings. But they
Also; "Jane Says," sounds exactly
most likely will never create a
like it does on Nothing's Shocking
consistently great album, which I
and "Three Days" is counted as two
guess is part of the whole Ween
tracks (Part I and Part II) when it is
concept.
actually all one song that sounds
America in the Nineties, with the
the same as it does on Ritual de Lo
PMRC, the war on drugs, and all the
Habitual.
headphone
ready
rest of it is not
for
The only real new stuff on this
music again. But Frank Zappa's
album are the two new "Had a
little illigitimate sons, Ween, doesn't Dad" versions; one is a demo and
even care and will continue to
the other is live. The demo cut is a
ignore the warning label on Scotchlittle better than the live version and
Guard cans and dare us all to join
really makes the original look tame.

-Shayne Jackson
NUCLEAR YALDEZ/DREAM
ANOTHER DREAM (Epic)
This four-man band from Miami
**

suffers from

a

lack of originality.

To insult them to the extreme,
however, would be inappropriate
because their music, which is best
described as rock with a MiamiCuban edge, has a lot of variety.
Dream Another Dream, their latest
release, relies heavily on vocals and
harmony stretched out over 10

tracks.
The opening song entitled "The
Will" is a cheesy tale about a
person wanting back his ex-lover.
"It seems like yesterday she left my
heart without a home."
"(Share A Little) Shelter" is one of
the better tunes on the album
which comes in sounding similar to
an Alarm anthem. There seems to
be some sort of a triumphant tone
in lead singer Froilan Sosa's voice
as he chants "Share a little shelter/
In your heart I'll hide away;"
Perhaps a live version of this song
would have sounded better.
"Aragon" reveals the dance side
to Nuclear Valdez. This song
makes use of Manchester drums

that follow the sneaky rhythms of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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ANTI-VIOLENCE PREVAILS IN JUICE
A MESSAGE OF
seemed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
up the place. Bewildered, Q
stumbles out of the bar and joins
the others: Bishop, Still (Jermaine

to

go in fast forward. It was

uncomfortable to watch the events
of the film unfold, but I stayed
glued to my seat nonetheless. The

scene. It continues in this manner

cnaracter to tne roretront

until the dramatic, albeit somewhat
predictable conclusion.
Epps is sympathetic in his

every scene he is in, especially in
the latter part of the movie. Both
Hopkins' and Kain's performances
are adequate, but their
characters are mostly

ana Kanim
(Kahlil Kain). They later
Hopkins j

stereotypical.

find out that Blizzard
was killed in a

Juice unflinchingly

police

shootout at the bar.
While Q couldn't leave
the bar fast enough, the
other three were torn
between leaving and
getting "a piece of the
action" with Blizzard.
Bishop is most intent
on having "juice," that
is, respect and power.
Although the film

the plight of
these young men and
their contemporaries
who are the products of
their harsh environment.
Although it is not an
easy film to watch, there
portrays

are some important

seems to perpetuate
several black stereotypes, it is powerful
and exciting in showing
just how far one will go
to obtain juice.
Q (OMAR EPPS) IN A SCENE FROM JUICE
Somehow, Rahim
movie races on, barely allowing the
gets hold of a shotgun and the guys
decide to rob a convenience store.
viewer time to breathe before
showing yet another unsettling
From that point on, the movie

things to be learned. It is
a gritty, violent film, but
its message is one of
anti-violence. It's too
bad that the people who
see the movie decide to
ignore the message,
since there has already
been one death
recent

1989 out of the ashes of Shake
Appeal, an Oxford band continuing
the Stooges tradition that Hartridge
confesses to having been "slightly
obsessed with for a long time."
They added a new drummer,
changed their name and updated
their sound after being inspired by
noise merchants like Sonic Youth
and My Bloody Valentine.
It did not take long before
Swervedriver caught the ear of the
hot independent label Creation
Records, and soon thereafter

released two EP's, the excellent
"Son of Mustang Ford" and "Rave
Down." Their new record, Raise,
their first American release and fulllength debut, proves that a band
can always fit more guitars into
their sound. Just when it seems
impossible to sneak on another
layer, that if they did the Leaning
Tower of Swervedriver might finally
come crashing down, they do. And
it works.
"We go into the studio with a
riff," Hartridge explained, "and then
we put the guitars in. Later we put
more guitars in, then we sit around
jn front of the controls and put
more guitars in. Then more guitars.
We just keep doing it, adding things
on, and it turns into a thick sound

with lots of subtlety."
Hartridge recognizes that in the
aftermath of Nirvana's "Smells Like
Teen Spirit," this is a "good time for

having nothing to so," the band
says. "It's about being attracted by
the lights of the big city, then
finding that the city's exactly the
same, only on a larger scale." And
while other songs have driving
themes, like "Son of Mustang Ford,"
"Pile-up," and "Deep Seat," and
Creation Records head Alan McGee

signed them after listening to them
in his car and deciding they were
the perfect driving band, lead singer
Adam Franklin insists in interviews
that all their music is about making
love while on drugs.
So do whatever you want to
Swervedriver. Just be sure to be in
attendance at comfortable T.T. the
Bear's Place tomorrow night, to
learn exactly what teen spirit smells
like. Wear old clothes, and don't
forget the riot gear.
(Swervedriverplay T.T. the Bear's
Place in Central Square, Cambridge
on Tuesday, Jan. 28. The Poster
Children open the show. Doors open
at 8:00pm. For more
call 492-0082.)

information,

NUCLEAR
VALDEZ STUMBLES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24
what appears to be a cello.
"Aragon," as opposed to the typical
British dance tune, has more of a
kick to it. It's interesting and
groovy at the same time.
Sosa's smooth vocals shine on,
"Sense Her All Around" accompa-

nied by a defined, commanding
guitar sound. This tune runs right
into the last track "Oba Lube," a
traditional chant in which the band

reaches back to their roots.

Nuclear Valdez, should be a
very concert-oriented band, if it isn't
already. They have the potential to
compose good sounding music
even if it tends to show some
blandness from time to time. This
album has variety, but if you are
looking for something truly original,
you better try and "dream another
dream."
-Calvin Lai

'?'

-

;
~

a

showing of Juice.
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us to be around." Guitar bands, he
suggests, will always have a place.
"It's got to be the way, judging by
what happened to Nirvana. A lot of
bands that hadn't been taken up by
the masses while dance was the
fashionable thing are gonna be the
way for the next few years," he
explained. "People are always going
to like guitars. They're not just
going to hang them up and use
computers."
Their anti-dance sentiments not
withstanding, Swervedriver's college
radio hit "Rave Down" was written
as an attack against boredom, not
the Manchester rave scene. "It's
about living in a small town and

at

Let's hope people still remember
the movie's message by the time
they get to the parking lot.

portrayal of Q, the bad boy with the
good heart. Shaker is effective in
bringing his highly unlikable

SWERVEDRIVER AT T.T.'S

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
mirrors the development of the
underground guitar scene of the last
three years, which arose as an
independent reaction against the
Manchester dance scene which has
so dominated alternative attention
spans of late. The band formed in

or almost

s\>
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INSIDE LOOK AT APOCALYPSE NOW
could

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
are the opening moments in
Apocalypse Now, the scenes in the
hotel room, Coppola goads a very
drunk Sheen from off camera, until
the actor is sitting on the floor,
crying and wailing like an animal.

Watching Sheen being reduced to
this state is more terrifying than any
of the images in Apocalypse Now.
Martin Sheen would later suffer a
massive heart attack, and news of
this made its way into Hollywood,
where the already way behind
schedule and way over budget
Apocalypse Now was shrouded with
controversy. Feeling that Sheen's
heart attack could be the death of
the film, an enraged Coppola
informs his wife that "If Marty dies,
everything's fine until I say he dies."
His apparent lack of concern for
Sheen'syKealth is baffling and shows
how egotistical Coppola could be.
But as easy as it is to question
Francis Ford Coppola's at times
lunatic behavior, the number of
hardships he had to overcome is
amazing. The planes that they were
using would fly away in mid-shot to
go fight in the civil war. He had to
operate with a screenplay that
included an ending he hated, and
he could not write the one he
wanted. He also had to deal with a
cast constantly drugged out on acid,
speed, or cocaine. Footage of
Dennis Hopper and Coppola shows
just how impossible Hopper was
?

completely out of his mind and
impossible with whom to
crazy
?

communicate. Still, no one
reach the level of impossibility
achieved by Marlon Brando, who

would only allow three weeks of
shooting at one million dollars a
week, and arrived way overweight
and completely unfamiliar with
Conrad's Heart of Darkness.
Somewhere in the documentary
is part of the explanation as to why
Coppola can no longer make a
good film. Apocalypse Now was his
last one, by the man that had also
made The Conversation, and the
Godfather I and 11. Since Apocalypse
Now , he has done nothing of merit,
nothing that compares with his
tremendous and monumental work
in the 70s. Filmmaking is a very
dark enterprise, and there is
obvious fear in his voice when

Coppola confesses to his wife that
he is "making a bad movie," and
that he should "just shoot himself."
Somehow he carried this
fear with him, and has been playing
it cool ever since, doing no risk
projects like Peggy Sue Got Married,
or another Godfather film, or
adaptation after adaptation of
lightweight fiction by S. E. Hinton.
Apocalypse Now was a fascinating
film, but it certainly does not
achieve the high aspirations
Coppola originally had for it, as it
never succeeds in journeying into
the darkness of the hearts of all its
characters. Hearts ofDarkness is
much more successful in this
endeavor than the film it is made
about.
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Weekly Crossword

ACROSS
Reality
Salons
Ground grain
Run
_: Go wild
&
Ferber others
Ms. Korbut
Actor O'Shea
Going
Doctor of Educ.
Stringy

29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47

Proboscises
Pays the bill
Right here
Show up

50
51
54
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Extremely hot

Slack

Freshwater fishes
Between Wa. & Calif.
Melody
Spouses

Baseball's Mr. Musial
Time zone:Abv.

Gift receiver
Moist adhesive
Antiquer
Fabric floor covering
Long time periods
Grinding tooth

Running Hot
13
19
21
24
25

Girl of song
Monster
Put on the dress
French painter
Not new

1

Positive reputation

2

Among
Weather words
Refs decision
Repeat verbatim
Aromas

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The Heights welcomes...
?

Now it's your turn to see
your name in lights, or in
print that is!

Unequaled
Insane
Concorde
Sullen
Men's social org.
"A Death in The Family"
author

"

I

Female name
.
Lorna
Wan

Seesaw
Stiffened undergarment
River to the Seine
:Author
G.B.
Sharpen
Ms. James
Past tense of be
Bus token

Raced
Primly modest:Brit. Dial
In favor of
Old French coin
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$ 49 "
Delivered
$44.99 Pick-up

studies of investigational
medications.

$75
Nasal
Congestion
Study

Delivered
$35.99 Pick up

& Women 18 and
over who have nasal congestion lioin a new cold.

Men

Other Keg Brands Available as well

)

*

Study

& Women 18 and
over with a severe sort'

Men

We Deliver!

throat irt'in

>i

cold.

(.all tH.iiu'diaUiy

1024 Beacon Street, Brookline
10 minutes from campus
277-7020

ior

Grand opening celebration January 31,
1992 at all Boston locations!
j
/ Quality black & white copies,
J*.
/ Full color copies,
)
X
f
/ Oversize copies,
f
1
/ Desktop publishing,
V
Iy
/ Computer rentals,
y\#
*
/ Resume service,
Vs / \
/ Binding & finishing, and much more!
\/ %Vi
'fa l\ J
Of course we do make great copies, and to
I Af
\ f
celebrate our Grand Opening, we're extending
'

$75
Sore Throat

We are a full service supplier
for all your party needs!

'

FREE Copy Day!

Ml KA needs Men and
Women lor outpatient

$40.99

We also feature

31
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BUD KEGS
ON SALE!
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38
40
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

Produces eggs
Smallestwhole numbers
Made a rug
River to the Seine
Coins In the
Fountain"

14

H
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By Gerry Frey
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Cold
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26 Thigh bone connectors
27 Change
28 Awaken
29 Tend to the plants
30 Baden-Baden, eg
31 Speak pompously
32 Basic belief
34 Walking sticks
37 Sun up time
~\
[2 [5 [4 \u25a0\u25a0& [" [7 [8 |8

DOWN

Luster

John O'Brien

Naked
Might have beens
Violent moods
Follows ginger or cold
Feed the kitty

j

j

this special offer to you!

\

appointment:

FREE COPY DAY!
Friday, January 31st, 1992.

617-783-5980
Mon.-Fii., 9am-spm
jßj

\u25a0

STARTING

*~SZ-'

-,

H

Open 24 hours
783 9240

320 Washington St.

Brighton, MA

2201 Commonwealth Ave.
(Across from Boston College)

l#ml##%MF®
Ml BIW 1
77"
?

tlie COpy Cdlter

Receive up to 500 black and white, single-sided, auto-fed, 8 1h" x 11"
copies on 20# white bond absolutely FREE. Offer good at at all
Boston locations, January 31,1992 only.

I

Restaurant
\u25a0 ?Lounge
\u25a0? 2 Sun Decks

HI

I

AAA
MI

FEATURES:
\u2666

?

?

?

3 Pools
Pool Bar

U9taWBW

Deck Jacuzzi

251 South Atlantic Avenue

RATED EXCELLENT

I

fl fl!

Rate

<?

I

person based on four t0 a room
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CLASSIFIEDS
Earn $10.50/ hr. Part-Time/flexible hours in sales. (Chestnut Hill
Area)

Call: 201-408-5558

Need Extra Income Fori 992?
Earn $500-$lOOO weekly stuffing envelopes. For Details: Rush
$1.00 with SASE to: OIH Group,
Inc. 1019 Lk. Sherwood Orlando
FL32818.

$40,000/yr!H Read books and
TV scripts. Fill out simple "like/
don't like" form. EASY!! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording. 801379-2925.
#MAIIKFR

Copyright

Overseas Jobs $900-$2OOO mo.
Summer, yr. round, all countries,
all fields. Free info Write IjC, PO
Box 52-MAO6 Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625.
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
?

Free transportation! Room and
Board. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience- necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext

12fl
Seeking warm, sensitive,fun-loving responsible, non-smoker to
babysit two wonderful children

and 4 yrs.) on Mon. (49pm), Fri (12:30- 5:30 pm),
weekend eves, and next year.
Babysitting experience and references required. $6/hr. Call
Andrea at 527-331 5.
Camp counselors wanted at
beautiful residential summer
camp for girls in Vermont. Gymnastics, tennis, field sports, sailing, canoeing, ceramics, arts/
crafts, dance, drama, and tripping. Strong skills, good moral
character & love of children a
(5 mos.

must.

Directories, the nation's largest
publisher of campus telephone
directories, hires over 250 college students for their summer
sales program. Top earnings
$5000.00- $8,000.00. Cain valuable experience in advertising,
sales and public relations selling
yellow page advertising for your
campus telephone directory. Positions also available in other
university markets. Expensepaid
training program in Chapel Hill,
N.C. Looking for enthusiastic,
goal-oriented students for challenging, well-payingsummerjob.
Internships may be available.
Interviews on campus Thursday,
February 13th. Sign up at the
Carney Building #.10,
Fundraiser- we're looking for
student organizations who are
interested in makingssoo-$ 1500
for a one week marketing project
on campus. Call Betsy 1-800592-2121 ext.ll4 or Megan
ext.ls3.

Cognitive study. At Massachusetts General Hospital volunteers,
18-30 years old and high scholl
graduates, are needed to participate ina study of physiological
and psychological responses to
different kinds of cognitive situations. Time required is 90 minutes and study involves no risk.
Stipend. Call Virginia Tay, (617)
497-1515.
Spring Break '92, earn free trips
and cash!!
Campus reps wanted to promote
the #1 spring break destination,
Daytona Beach. Best organized,
best price on campus. Call 1800-563-8747.

Free Room
*

Academiccreditavailable.

&

Board in exchange

for 20 hrs. ofchildcare (Tuesday
2:00-8:00 +). Newton Center,
near MBTA. oR, childcare
tftfin/hr Tall R P th

q^.nQ7

Need occasional weekday and

Saturday night babysitter. 2 kids.
Non-smoker, own transportation prpfprrpH 577-0877
Work study jobs! At Harvard
Medical School. ResearchTechs
needed. 16+hours per week.
No experience necessary. For
more info, call Allan ar 7325500, ad, 1148.

Reliable non-smoking babysitter
neededTuesday, Thursday, and/

or'Friday afternoons. Own car
required. $6.00 per hour. 965;

Seeking experienced, reliable,
playful babysitter for great 6 yr
old. M W F 1 -3, Newton, 5276649. rail pypnings.
Apartment rental agents
wanted-Busy Brookline office
seeds motivated salespeople.
Flexible hours. Must have
Massachusettes Real Estate license and car. Call 734-3300.
Apartmpnts T.alnrP
Housekeeper/childcare wanted

for Newton family with two careers, 3 school-age children and
too little time. Live-in. Car
provided. Room with view.
Must drive. References preferred. 327-7088. 6-9.
Babysitters Wanted: Thursday
mornings, group setting, ages
infants to 5 years, $7/hour, contact Elaine Carroll 364-9048.

Bahamas. All inclusive with cabin
and meals. $448 Each. Call anytime 1-800-999-7245 (SAIL)
Don't Be Left Out! Limited space
available to Jamaica, Cancun and
Florida for Spring Break. Cafl
Pasquale at 558-9317 or Lexy at
558-9230

Study Abroad in Australia. Infor-

mation on semester, year, graduate, summer and internship programs in Perth, Townswille,
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs start at $3520. Call 1 -800878-3696.

Housesitting- Responsible, Reliable, Reasonable AdultAvailable
to Take Care of Your Home,

February 1992- February 1993
(teacher). Six Months; Twelve
Months (617) 287-0384. ExcelIpnf Rpfprpnrpg

You've only got one week to
live! Do Spring Break in Jamaica,
Bahamas, Cancun, Margarita
from $369!! Hotel, Air, Transfers, Parties! Call Sun Splash Tours
1-800-476-7710
HeatWave Vacations Spring
Break 1992 The Best Rates Guaranteed to Beat the Competition
bvat least $50!! Cancun Jamaica

Seven days barefoot sailing the
-* 1

Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1992 travel brochures.
For more information, send a

If you love kids, we have parttime jobs taking care of children
in their homesduring
afternoons(beginning at 1:00).
$6-$9/hour. Car is a plus! Call

l

ATW Travel
P.0.80x 430780
Miami, FL 33143

C

CA
W

8£

§
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OPPORTUNITY!
Make the transition into the business
world selling yellow page advertising for
your campus tdephooe directory or for
other campus directories nationwide.

EXPERIENCE!
Gain Valuable Experience in Sales,
Advertising, Marketing and Public
Relations.

BFrve

TRAINING!

Day Expense-Paid Sales Training
Program in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Train with 200 othercollege studentsfrom
across the country.

MONEY!

HOOOAverageEariiingsfoctheTenWeek
100 &\u25a0«*\u25a0 Dtfee

MttSM

p.o. »m

was

cha**ißH,Nca79u

£*»sS£k

Sales Period Opportunity for a Profitable
Summer.

KJ

L, GREENUNE REALTY

"LIFE MOVES PRETTY FAST. IF YOU
DON'T STOP TO TAKE A LOOK
AROUND ONCE IN A WHILE, YOU
COULD MISS IT."
-FERRIS BUELLER
Have

your four years at

B.C.

flown by?

Spend a weekend with other seniors at the

House

in

Cohasset

to reflect

on

Carney Bldg. #30

c«a^

n

Jesuit Retreat

the college experience and

think about life after

Interviewing on Campus:
Thursday, February 13
Sign-up:

_pl

HEY SENIORS...

INTERNSHIPS
?w

577-48f>3

j

SUMMER
JTjJIm

lovrporßillar

self addressed stamped
envelope to:

73q-KinS

Fundraising Program- Fraternities, sororities, studentclubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week.
Plus receive a $ 1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for
railing 1
Fvt
Summer Internships. Average
earnings $4,000.00. University

call

-

nqosBi-flnn-7Ti-fifisq

lOY
Fast

TAURUS PROPERTIES

?Low Prices
?Best Selection
?All Sizes and Locations
Groups are our speciality

Mid-June-Mid August. Female,

non smokers. Contact Lochearn
Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt.

weekend.

?Apts, Houses, Condos
near Campus/ (j)

Springbreak Sailing Bahamas.
48 ft. luxury yacht. Groups of 6.

EXTRA INCOME '92

Bahamas For more information,
call 800-395-WAVF.
Earn free air travel for spring
break or this summer. By purchasing discount tapes and CD's
you earn points for free air travel,
lodging, or other gifts. Call 3327854. Ask for lack.
Montreal Spring Super Saver
weekends. $99.00 per person
inc. meals. Price includes:
Roundtrip Trans, via TemperatureControl Luxury Motor Coach,
2 nights deluxe hotel accom. at
The Comfort Inn Suites in the
heart of downtown(absolutelythe
best located hotel in Montreal), 2
complimentary dinners at world
famous Peel Pub. Includes all
tax. Campus departure avlbl.
Special Bonus-Make reservations
by February 15-your room will
be upgraded to a suite and breakfast is on us! Call Reliable Tours.
Rt. 1 Lynnfield. 598-9930. 5920640. Price does not include $5
security deposit. Departs every

b.c.

SENIOR WEEKEND
FEBURARY 14-1, 1992

Sign up

COHASSET
now

outside

chaplaincy

Office
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CLASSIFIEDS
BRIGHTON ON COMM AVE!
MINUTES TO SHOPPING & ON
THETLINE. NEWLY RENOVATED
2 BEDS AND 3 BEDS! ALL W/
EUROPEAN STYLE GOURMET
KITCHENS WITH DISHWASHER,
DISPOSAL, MICROWAVE AND
BRICK FRONTS! Laundry inapt!!!
Large LIVING ROOM, PORCH,
CEILING FANS, SECURITY OUTDOOR LIGHTING. 2bed $900
3bed $1,00. Also units avail w/
security alarm systems &jacuzzis
2bed $960 3bed $1,100. All our
units also include heat & hot water
ANDMOrFFI

BROOKLINE,
INCREDIBLE,
HUGE TOWN HOUSE
On Beacon street avail Aug 1 or
Sep 1.2bed (each bedroom is
large enough for 2-4 people) modern eat-in kitchen w/dishwasher,
garbage disp., oven, gas stove,
microwave, frost-free refrig. You
won't know What to Look at First.
30ft. x 15ft. Private Patio w/the sft.
Fence Enclosure, off your living
room!

-white euro kitchen- dishwasher,
disp., micro-wave.
-Mirrored Walls!
-Swirled Ceilings!

-Recessed Lighting!
-Central Heating & Air Conditioning!
-An outdoor Atrium outside
your kitchen window!
-Star Market shopping only

3min. walk!
-Dean Rd. Park with tennis
courts only 3min. walk
-Convenient heated garage
parking right outside your build-

ing!
-Convenient washer/dryer in-

side the

unit

-No Fee

Convenient to two T-lines and
1250 Sq. Ft. of sun
splashed luxury in a safe,, secure, elevator building! Rent,
Rent with option to buy or, buy.
Rent-$l4OO/mo. incl H.&H.W.

bus Line

Buv-asking $165.000.
1546 Comm Ave- Located near
New Bread

Sutherland Rd and

Circus. Newly renovated,
luxurious, spaciousapartments.
Parking Available. Apartment
Amenities Include:
*Gourmet eat-in kitchen
*Beautiful hardwood floors
*Abundance of closets
*Securitv outdoor lighting
&

*Large porch
*7 bed has Jacuzzi & washer
dryer
*heat & hot water included
*2 bed Ist floor $900.00
*6 bed 2nd floor $2,100.00
*7 bed 3rd floor $2,450.00
*2 bed basement $600.00

*Large porch
*No fee
*4 bed $2200/mo. for 6

&

*?hed*l?oo/m ofor4

*Nn fpp

LATEST SEPTEMBER LISTINGS!
63-65 Monastery Rd. Brighton
located across from Sutherland
Rd. offColborneßd. (offComm.
Ave.,) Brighton.
New construction, luxurious,
Spacious, Duplex Apartments,
2 off street Parking Spaces Included!
2&4 bedroom apts. Apartment
Amenities Include:
*Washer & dryer
*Gourmet kitchen w/dishwasher
& disposal
*Wall to wall carpeting
of closets
*Recessed lighting in every room
*Ceiling fan
"Individual security alarm systems

*Security & door lighting
*Skylights inthreebedroom units
*Economical two zone heating

LATEST SEPTEMBER LISTINGS!
Located across the street from the
Bluestone Bistro, minutes from BC,
newly renovated apts. in brick
mansion, luxurious, spacious.
parking avail.
Apartment Amenities Include:
*Washer & dryer
*Gourmet kitchen w/dishwasher &
disposal
*Beautiful hardwood floors
individual security alarm systems
*Security outdoor lighting
*Large porches
*Huge lawns
*Abundance of closets
*Heat & hot water
*No fee
Must be seen to be believed 6 bed
7 hpd.
GREAT APARTMENTS,
&

GREAT

CONDOS, GREAT HOUSES,
GREAT PLACES!!
SEVEN BED- beautifully maintained
Victorian house, two baths, three
fireplaces, hardwood floors, modern e-i-k with dishwasher, disposal, sun porch, laundry, stor-

The Program?

TheCompany?
The Possibilities?

Infinite. That's the one word that best
describes the career possibilities at
Sun Financial Group. Your entry into
the dynamic and rewarding Actuarial
field is Sun Financial Group's Actuarial Student Program. We'll provide
you with generous study time, salary
incentives and fee reimbursement as
well as on-the-job experience that's
second to none. Match this thoroughly supportive program with the
solid reputation of our international
financial servicescompany, andthere's
no limit to your achievement!

If you're a Math student (or possess
equivalent numbers-orientation)and
have successfully completed one of
the SOA exams, join the company
that's infinitely better than the rest

I

An equal opportunity employer.
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condition,

modern k& b,

$2000.

FOUR BED- Walk to BC. Great
street, beautiful floors, LR,
DR, modern kitchen, laundry,
pkg $2280 htd.
FOUR BED- Off 1700 block
Comm. Ave., all newly .renovated floor thru in house, new
kitchen & bath, very sunny,
fireplace, yard, pkg, laundry
$2250 htd.
FOUR BED- Whatasteal! Funky
huge apartment, (ground level)
2 baths, modern kitchen, storage, large, large, large $1500
htd.
THREE BED- Contemporary
condo, modern kitchen & bath,
washer/dryer in unit. Pkg, spacious, on shuttle $1550 htd.
TWO BED- Many 2 beds near
BC $850-$1350 in elevator
bldgs, mostly professional residents, walk to school.
Call now for 9/1/92 listings.
We have over 300 listings for
BC students. We're located 2
blocks west of the BC main
gates, corner of Manet Rd &
Comm. Ave. @ 242 Comm.
Ave., Chestnut Hill. We have
the largest staff of BC brokers
anywhere! So call today to
make an appointment. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900.
NO FEE!! Available September
1- Large 2nd floor 3 bedroom
in Claridge House; includes
parking and storage; dishwasher & disposal; laundry in
building; $1900/month. Call
owner 661-8722 (days), 5273537 nights.
BRIGHTON September Rentals by owner. No Fee. Lux. 3
bed 2 bath, a/c, w/w, d/d, pkg,
swim pool, laundry, in Town
Estates $1375. Large 2 beds off
Comm. Ave. eat in kitchen,

Town Estates, a/c, parking,
swim pool, laundry, storage
$126 k, 2 bed w/w, a/c, park,
swim pool, $95k. Call 2322hsh
CHESTNUT HILL- Beautiful
houses for rent, available June
1 and September 1, 1992, five
minute walk to Boston College
campus on Algonquin Road,
Crosby Road and Gate House

UN l£K¥l£W&

?

person.
FIVE BED- Off Sutherland Rd,
great townhouse, excellent

pantry, h/w, closetoßCs9so,
$nno
BRIGHTON. For sale by owner
lux 3 bed 2 bath next to BC in

fXfsJ r< A\roiTC IW*rm>\rnrw/o

For more information, contact Barbara McNicholas, Sun
Financial Group, Human Resources Department, OneSunLife
Executive Park, Wellesky Hills,
MA 02181; 617-237-6030.

age, pkg, etc.. on shuttle & T,
excellent tenants only $3850
htd.
BEDSIX
Wonderful
townhouse on quiet street, three
floors, three baths, fun contemporary living, yard, pkg,
laundry, beautiful kitchen, fireplace, goodtenantsonlys36so
htd.
SIX BED- Fabulous Swiss-chalet style duplex in ultra modern
Colonial house, brand new
designer kitchen, 2 baths, hardwood floors, fireplace, yard,
pkg, laundry, loft with skylight, extremely sunny and sinful! $3400 htd.
SIXBED-OnComm. Ave., ultra modern apartment in house,
gourmet kitchen, laundry, tons
of space, pkg avail $375+ per

?

BIC-7 CARS
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STUDENT
RENTALS
DISCOUNT
THURSDAY

The

Heights

January

29

n, 1992

CLASSIFIEDS
Road, three to eight bedrooms,
dining room, living room,
kitchen, baths, parking, yard
and plenty of space for three to
nine people, $300-s4ooamonth
Cheap!
per person Cheap!
Cheap! Contact Shirley @ 731
5364.
Apartments... September.. Apartments... September... Low Fees...
No Fees. Outstanding selection
of apts., condos and houses at
campus and on shuttle...gorgeous
houses, s+beds, 8-10 people...
2-4 bed rehab condos & charming apts, 4-6 people... studios
and 1 beds too!!... From $225-

350 per mo. per person... units

from $1600-2039 Comm.;
Gerald Rd;
Crosby Rd;
Sutherland Rd; and many locations from Chansky's to Newton
Campus... 100's to choose from
visit us at BC Housing Fair 1/22 &
1/23- register to win valuable
prize! At Home Realty... 1212
Comm. Ave... 738-1820...#1
source for off-campus housing.
Apartments near BC available
September. We have just about
every apt. desirable for BC students! We specialize in BC Offcampus housing. Oversized one
beds across from main campus,
goodfor 2-3 people, $950-$ 1050
htd. Others avail, off Lake St.,
Cleve Cir., & Upper Comm Ave.
Two beds $700 & up-all desirable locations-good for 2-4
people. Mod. 2 bd off Lake St.,
pool, pkg. near pond $750-850
htd. Two bed, Upper Comm
Ave., sunny, renovatetd, great
view $1000 htd. Two bed in
Cleve. Cir., good for 4, huge
rooms $1000 htd. Mod 2 bed
near Chansky's $800 htd., good
for4. Three beds: Cleve. Cir.: 3
bed with study, fireplace, beam
ceilings. Gorgeous! $1350 htd.,
3 bed near Chansky's $900-1200
htd. Huge, renovated immaculate 3 1/2 bd, UpperComm.Ave.,
2 full baths, pkg. $ 1550 htd. Also,
beautiful, large, mod. 3 bd $ 1295
htd. The most gorgeous, mod. 3
bed, did, beam ceilings, South St.
$1600 htd., good for 4-5. Luxury
3 beds at Towne Estates, off Lake
St., w/w, a/c, did, 2 pools, security, pkg. $ 1300 htd. Many mod.
3 beds near Chansky's $1275
htd., good for 5., Claridge House
3-4 beds, gorgeous mod., 1 1/2
baths, refin. firs., fireplace, pkg.,
huge, good for 6, $1375. Many
exclusive HOUSES in walking
distance to school: Foster,

Undine, Crosby, Algonquin, 3-

10 beds-all price ranges. Also
houses & apts. on Chiswick and
Cleve. Cir. Call or stop by our
office soon for best selection! Low
fees & best deals! Some no fee!
We are located at 27A Comm.
Ave., across from main campus
near White Mountain Creamery.
THE NEXT MOVE REALTY, 5276Ai5
Apartments for Sept.l992-We
have many already! On shuttle
bus. 2 bedrooms from $625, 4
bedrooms from $1325. Call
Apartments Galore today at 7343300,
We Can Get You almost any
apartment in Boston without a
fee! Call BC seniors Paul or Mike
B. at 558-5831 for info.
June 1 And Septemberl Rentals
on T, shuttle bus, 5 min. walk to
BC. All BC students. 1,2, and 3
bedroom apartments. See $100

coupon in Source. $500 and up.
Parking available, laundry facilities, cable ready building. No
fee. Callowners93-45970r2540187.

Allston, MA
Apartments For Rent: Apts,
Houses, Condos nr campus/T.
Best selection & service. All
sizes & locations. 2 beds, from
$825. 3 beds, from $1200. 4
beds, from $1400. 5 beds, from

September! Apartments! Apartments! September! 2 beds: nice
units on Suth. Rd, pool, laundry $1700. 6 + beds, from $1800.
$1200; d&d, micro, EIK, alarm,- 'Greenline Realty. 1956 Beacon
health club, pkg. $900; in hse. St. 731-5434. Next to Cityside

fireplace, Lvrm, Dnrm, charm
$1100; At Res., d&d, good for 4
$1000; 3 beds: BC bus gkg x-lge
$900; near Upper, modern. Ige
hse up to 6 $1950; 4 beds:
Claridge Hse, mod k&b, alarm,
BC bus pkg, $2100; Brand new
renovation in Cleve. Circle up to
6 $2000; Spacious, sunny 1 1/2
bath, pkg, BC bus $1800; 6-7
Beds: brick mansion, all amenities, washer/dryer pkg Jacuzzi
$3000; Hse near Upper 2 Baths,
yd pkg $2700! Call us we will
pick you up! East Coast Realty
171?

73Q-7711

Tnmrn
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LOST: gold chain link Seiko
watch with black face. Lost on 1/
13. Sentimental value. Reward.
Call 558-5959.
LOST: gold bangle bracelet. Lost
on 1/21. Sentimental value.
Reward if found. Pleasecall7B2-

Restaurant^^^^^^^^^^^^ ATTENTION SENIORS: Any seCheap, FBI/U.S. Seized? 89
Mercedes?s2oo,B6 VW?s 50,

hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright
#MAII KJf
'91 GIANT ATX 760 Mountain
Bike. 18" frame. Asking $400,
negotiable, Call
NEW 386 sx/16 COMPUTER. 4
mb RAM, 1.44 mb Floppy, 89

nior who wants to participate in
senior week must be confirmed
with the registrar as having senior status: graduating class of
December '91 (F92), May '92
(592) or December '92 (F93) by
February Ist. The senior week
lottery will be processed February 1 st. Therefore, all seniors who
do not have senior status will not
be entered into the lottery. NO
EXCEPTIONS! Look for a booklet
detailing all senior week activi-

mh HarH DrivP MS-DOS 5 0

riPsr-ominpinbtPFphmarv

87 Mercedes?sloo, 65 Mustang?$50. Choose from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24

June 1 and September 1
Rentals on T, shuttle bus, 5 minute walk
to BC. All BC students. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. See $100 coupon in
Source. $500 and up. Parking avail-

able, laundry facilities, cable-ready
building. No fee.

Call owner at 593-4597
or 254-0187.

Radnor, Kirkwood, Gerald,

COLLEGE OF ARTS OF

SCIENCES)

CROSS AND CROWN HONOR SOCIETY
INDUCTION AND LECTURE

AUDITIONS
SINGERS DANCERS INSTRUMENTALISTS
SPECIALTY ACTS TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is holding
auditions for the 1992 season at KINGS DOMINION, Richmond,
Virginia. A variety of positions are available and a travel fee will be paid
to employees who must travel more than 250 miles to the park.
?

?

?

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2,1992

RICHARD C. KEELEY

BOSTON, MA

Saturday, February 1
The New England Hall

225 Clarendon Street
3-5 p.m. Singers
5-6 p.m. Dancers
3-6 p.m. Instrumentalists,
Technicians, Specialty Acts

ASSISTANT DEAN FOR ADMINISTRATION
CARROLL SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
WILL SPEAK ON

INDEBTEDNESS, REMEMBRANCE AND
GRATITUDE"

,^^^L*3'
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Kings Productions

*>

VMS
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»P*

For additional information call:
Kings Dominion Entertainment Dept. 804/876-5141
Kings Productions 800/544-5464
KINGS ISLAND \u25a0 KINGS DOMINION \u25a0 CAROWINDS
©
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key

Want to get
inuolued with UGBC?

POSITION OPENINGS
j UGBC DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS \

j

Director of Publicity
and
Director of Promotion
Directors of Publicity are responsible for artistic production
of all UGBC publications assigned to the communications
department. It is their creative license on posters and
advertisements which attracts students to attend events, and
is a main component for effective communication.

:
?

:
?

\

Directors of Promotion are responsible for the promotion of
all UGBC events. They are directly responsible for displaying
all posters and advertisements in various locations on campus,
as well as maintaining the UGBC bulletin boards. Widespread
awareness is vital to foster student involvement.

\
:
?

:
?

The Directors of Promotion and Publicity collaborate closely
in order to effectively publicize and promote an event. Both
directors are assisted by the Director of the Residence Hall
Network.

?

\
:
?

?

:

j

Anyone interested in either position should submit their name to
McElroy 120. Any questions may be directed to the UGBC office
(552-4650) or Steven Piluso (731-5459).

:

j
j
j
|
|
:
?

:

j
j
\
:
?

?

:

j
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
To UGBC
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If

you do not attend this meeting,
you will not be eligible to
participate in the election--

Remember-- You gotta be in it

to

win it!!!!

Affairs Presents...
Dr. Na'im Akbar

UGBC AHANA

Dr. Na'im Akbar is one of the world's pre-

~

|~

'

eminent African-American psychologists and a
pioneer in the development of an African-centered
approach to modern psychology. A former president of the National Association of Black Psychologists, Dr. Akbar teaches in the Department
of Psychology at Florida State University in Tallahassee. He has written four books, among
which is Chains and Images of Psychological
Slavery, a concise analysis of the psychological

|^

M
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(free admission)
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Co-sponsoredi with tUGBC
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Lecture Series
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Come listen to this nationally known psychologist speak on African-Americans coping
a
uu campuses.
w white
on predominantly
?
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EAGLE'S EYE OF BOSTON COLLEGE
Monday

Excavations in Israel. Summer
-

2/

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Support Group Meetings for
Adults from Troubled
Families. St. Joseph's Chapel,
Gonzaga Basement. Upper
Campus. Support groups meet
weekly to provide information,
support, camaraderie and
communication in a safe
environment for people to
address life issues resulting
from growing up in a troubled
family (e.g., alcoholic families,
families of divorce). Contact
Judy McGuire Robinson,
Assistant Dean for Alcohol and
Drug Education, o*Connell
House 109, 552-8639 or Mer
Zovko, Assistant Dean for
Student Development,
McElroy 141.552-3480.

2:00 3:30 pm
Jobs, Options and You. The
Career Center. What are your
skills? What are your options?
Find out how to identify
potential employers. Sign up in
Room 101 of the Career
Center, or call 552-3430.
4:00 pm
Meditation Group. Basement
of Roberts House (Red Brick
House on Comer, opposite
-

McGuinn). This group meets
every week for silent meditation in the Eastern tradition. All
are welcome. Sponsored by the

Theology Dept. and Chaplaincy. Call Eleanor MacLellan
552-3475.
7:00 pm
UGBC Presidential Candidates Information Meeting.
Gasson 302. Interested in
running for UGBC President?
Attend the MANDATORY
informational meeting for
details and necessary materials.
Sponsored by UGBC Election
Committee. Call Lena Reed

630-9466.
7:00 pm
Amnesty International
General Meeting. O'Neill
257. General meeting. New
members always welcome!
Call Mark Rasmussen 558-

5849.
7:00 pm
Council for Exceptional
Children Meeting. Campus
School, Multipurpose Room,
Campion. Meeting for anyone
interested in learning about
special needs students in
Education, and to discuss
future activities. Come see
what we're about! Call Marilyn
McFeely 558-9269.
7:30 pm
Project 2000. Gasson 100. Dr.
Lois Harrison-Jones, Superintendent of the Boston Public
Schools will be giving a
fundraising lecture for the
Project 2000. Admission is
free, donations will be
accepted. Sponsored by Project
2000 in association with the
Office of AHANA Student
Programs and the School of
Education. Call Nicque Henry

558-5978.
7:30 pm
"An Evening of Archaelogy."
McGuinn sth Floor Lounge.
Join us as Professor Philip J.
King discusses the wonders of
the Tel Miqne Ekron
-

Dorot Foundation Travel Grants
to Israel for B.C. undergraduates
are available. Sponsored by the
Dept. of Theology. Call Sean
Coady 552-3880.

Tuesday

10:00 am-6:00 pm
Nursing Expo. Great Hall,
Faneuil Hall, Boston. Come

28
meet

with nurse recruiters from
hospitals and health care agencies
in the Eastern Massachusetts
region. This is a terrific way to
start your job search!
4:00 5:00 pm
-

Korean Students Association
Conversation Table. O'Neill
255. Join us for a session, learning
the Korean language together.
Call Jae H. Lee 783-6357.
4:30 6:30 pm
Intermediate Ballet. Bonn Studio
Theater. A free ballet class open
-

to anyone with basic skills in

ballet. Taught by Margot Parsons.
Held weekly. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.

6:00 pm
Circle K International Meeting.
TBA. Come find out more about
the largest collegiate service
organization. Upcoming projects
include a cupid party at the
Franciscan's Children's Hospital,
and a pancake breakfast for
Thomas Gardner School. Call
Christopher Kubala 558-8805.
6:00 pm

Italian Table Talk. Eagle's Nest.
Come enjoy dinner and conversation while practicing the Italian
language. Call Michael
Maniscalco 558-5890.
7:00 8:30 pm
Topical Bible Study. Edmonds
523. A weekly topical Bible
study. If you know nothing or
everything come for a discussion
of scripture. Sponsored by
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.
Call Glen 254-8746 or Mike 7820495.
7:00 9:00 pm
Chess Club. Gasson 209. Open
to any student, even if you don't
know how to play chess. Meets
weekly. Call Steve 969-0332.
8:00 pm
A Thomas J. Flatley Lecture.
Gasson Honors' Library. A poetry
-

-

reading by the Northern Irish
poet, Michael Longley, whose

collection includes: Gorge Fires.
No Continuing City. An Exploded
View. Sponsored by Irish Studies
Program. Call Adele Dalsimer
552-3938.
10:00 pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community. Barat House. Call Frank

Clooney, SJ 552-8228.

Wednesday
29

9:00 am 5:00 pm
Nursing Expo. See Tuesday
10:00 am listing.
12:00-1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio Theater.
Free classes for intermediate
level, using modern and jazz
techniques and contemporary
dance expression. Taught by
Jamie Huggins. Sponsored by
-

O'Neill Plaza. Open to everybody
and anybody interested! Sponsored
by The Green Party. Call Melissa
Larson 558-9457.
4:00 5:00 pm
-

Chinese Club Member Information Meeting. O'Neill 257. Our last
meeting before the '92-93 Club
Officer Elections. Find out about and
sign up for: Chinese New Year's

Dinner in Chinatown, and Ski Trip
on Washington's Birthday weekend.
Most important meeting of the
semester. Call Philip Ing 783-2152.
4:30 5:30 pm
Semester II Job Search
Issues...Advice from the Employer. Fulton 412. What if I get an
offer, but I'm not ready to accept it?
How do "second" interviews differ?
What mistakes do seniors most often
make in interviews? Is salary
negotiation possible? Sponsored by
The Career Center.
4:30-7:00 pm
Soup Kitchen. Meet at St. Ignatius.
Meets weekly. All are welcome.
Come help out at the Brighton
Congregational Church's Soup
Kitchen. Sponsored by Circle K
International. Call Christopher
-

Kubala 558-8805.

5:00 7:00 pm
Intercultural Cafe. McElroy Third
-

Floor Cafe. The Cafe offers
appetizers, desserts, and international coffees a la carte, payable by
the meal plan or cash. Music and
displays are provided by Boston
College's Intercultural Clubs. This
week features Club Espanol. Call

The Intercultural Office 552-8005.
6:00 10:00 pm
Men and Women's Swimming vs
UConn. Call Athletics 552-3004.
6:30 pm
Meet Presidential Campaign
Representatives. This will be an
opportunity for all students interested in the Presidential selection
process to speak to representatives
of the Democratic candidates
Tsongas, Harkin, Kerrey, Brown and
Clinton, and get involved in their
campaign. Sponsored by Democrats
of Boston College. Call Jason Panos
-

508-531-5857.
7:00 8:30 pm
-

Support Group Meetings for
Adults from Troubled Families.
Barat House Basement. Meets
weekly. See Monday 11:00 am

-

5:00 6:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. A weekly, free
opportunity to have fun, express
yourself and get a terrific
workout in the process. Taught
by Janet Hardman. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.
5:30 7:00 pm
Murray House Spaghetti
Dinner. Murray House.
Celebrate Mama Murray's return
with all you can eat pasta, bread,
salad, soda and dessert. All for
just $2! Call Julie 552-8460.
7:00 pm
Mendel Club General
Meeting. Cushing 001. We will
discuss upcoming officer
elections, the Blood Drive, and
Bioethics Conference. There
will be sign-ups for Blood Drive
-

-

volunteers and concessions. Call
Michelle Eason 787-8558.

7:00 pm
Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting. St.
Joseph's Chapel. Everyone is
welcome to come worship and
learn more about the living God.
Meets every week. Call Chris
558-8692 or Glen 254-8746.
8:00 pm
Thursday Night at the Cafe.
McElroy Third Floor Cafe.
Every Thursday, in McElroy
Sweets & Treats Cafe come and
be entertained by great student
talent in a relaxed atmosphere!
This week is the Jamaican
Volunteers Program. Sponsored
by SPAC. Call Pokey Chatham
or Lou Kodumal 552-4822.

Friday

listing.
7:00

Center. Call Bunny Doyle 5524609.
1:00 & 1:30 pm
Career Center Tours. The
Career Center. Half hour tours
of the Career Center are a great
way to orient yourself to the
services available. Offered every
Thursday in January.
4:30 6:00 pm
How to Find a Job? Fulton 412.
Learn how to "sell" yourself to
employers, how to conduct a
long distance job search, and
how to make contacts among
alumni and friends. Sponsored
by the Career Center.

10:00 pm
Wrestling vs M.I.T. and UMass
Boston. Call Athletics 552-3004.
7:30 pm
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Community at B.C. Meeting.
Hovey House. Informal support and
friendship. Meets weekly. All are
welcome. This week is a facultystaff meeting. For further informa-

0168.
4:00 pm

Bradley Lecture Series: "SelfInterest Rightly Understood: Is
It Enough?" Higgins 307. Prof.
Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr., Harvard
University to lecture. Sponsored
by Theology and Political Science
Depts. Call Sean Coady 552-3880.
4:00 9:00 pm
Life Context Workshop.
McGuinn 3rd Floor Lounge. This
workshop is the beginning of the
process. It builds a perspective of
your full life history in a nonanalytical and non-judgmental way
and teaches the basic techniques
for using the Intensive Journal
Workbook. Sponsored by the
Religious Institute. Call 552-8440
for information and to register.
-

7:00 10:00 pm
Men's Hockey vs Kent St. Call
Athletics 552-3004.
7:00 10:00 pm
Wrestling vs Seton Hall. Call
Athletics 552-3004.
-

-

Saturday

9:00 am 9:00 pm
Life Context Workshop
Continued. McGuinn 3rd Floor
Lounge. See Friday 4:00 pm
-

listing.
8:00 pm
Music at St. Mary's. St. Mary's
Chapel. Music at St. Mary's
Camerata Mediterranea. Music of
the Troubadours. Free by

reservation only. Sponsored by the
Music Dept. Call Prof. Anne Dhu
Shapiro 552-4843.
8:00 pm
Men's Basketball vs

Georgetown. Call Athletics 5523004.

Sunday
2

8:00 pm
Piano Concert. Gasson 100.
Paul-Andre Bempechat, pianist,
playing late Beethoven Sonatas,
Op. 109, 110, 111. Free. Sponsored by the Music Dept. Call
Prof. Anne Dhu Shapiro 552-4843.

MC ELROY TICKET BOOTH
HOURS ARE: 11-4 M-TH, AND
12-4 F.

-

tion contact the LGBC answering
machine 552-2979.
9:30 pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community.
Manresa House, 188 Beacon Street
(across from the football stadium.)
Held weekly. Call Ed, Kevin, Richie
or Ted 739-0224.

Thursday

30

Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.

12:00-1:30 pm
Elementary Ballet Class. Bonn
Studio Theater. Weekly classes open
to all students, faculty and staff with
basic ballet training who desire to
develop their barre and centre work.

12:45-2:15 pm
Speak-Out on Race Relations.

Taught by Margot Parsons. Free.
Sponsored by Robsham Theater Arts

All Day.

31

Auditions for Little Shop of

Horrors. Robsham Theater.
Sign up in Robsham Theater for
an audition slot; no monologues;
prepare a short song and bring
sheet music. Sponsored by
Contemporary Theater of B.C.
Call Paul Orefice 739-0588.
12:00- 1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. A weekly class.for
beginning and intermediate
levels using modern and jazz
techniques and contemporary
dance expression. Free. Taught
by Pierre Barreau. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.
3:00 4:00 pm
Holy Hour Devotion. Cushing
Chapel in Cushing 321. An hour
of traditional Catholic prayer
-

including Exposition and
Benediction of the Holy
Eucharist. Held weekly.
Sponsored by St. Thomas More
Society. Call Bill Olevitz 268-

ON SALE IN MC ELROY
TICKET BOOTH THIS WEEK:
Paul Taylor Dance Company
(Wang Center Event) $10.00 till
Wed. 1/29
Always on Sale:
Loews & General Cinema

Discount Movie Passes $4.00

ATTENTION SENIORS:
Any senior who wants to
participate in Senior Week
must be confirmed with the
registrar as having senior
status (graduating class of
December *91, May '92 or
December >92> bv February
1.1992. Any senior without
senior status by Feb. 1 will
not be included in the
Senior Week lotter. No
Weptiofflg!

